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ABSTRACT
Let p be a prime number, F the field of p elements, M  the 
semigroup of all 2 x 2  matrices over F , G the group GL(2, p) of 
invertible elements of M , and S the normal subgroup SL(2, p) of G 
consisting of the matrices of determinant one. The aim of this thesis is to 
study the representations of A/, G and S over F .
A certain construction is of great help. Let V be the commutative 
polynomial algebra in two indeterminants, X and y say, over F . For 
each positive integer rn , the homogeneous polynomials of degree m  - 1
00
form a subspace V , of dimension m , in V , and V = ©  V . Each Vt m 9 ’ n m  mm -1
may be regarded as an FM-module by considering the elements of M  as 
homogeneous linear substitutions, so an element of M  applied to a
monomial yields (aXtby (cX+dy .
The one dimensional FM-modules, other than V^ , are the tensor
powers D (n = 1, 2, ...» p-1) of the module D which affords the 
determinant representation (so on this each element of M acts as the
scalar which is its determinant); we put - V . We show that M has
2precisely p' (isomorphism classes of) irreducible modules over F ;
Ylnamely the V ®  D with 1 < m < p , 0 < n < p-1 . These modules, after
restriction, yield all the irreducibles of G and S as well, but to keep 
them pairwise ionisomorphic the upper end of the range of n has to be 
brought dov/n to p - 2 and 0 respectively. For each of M, G and S 
the principal indecomposable modules are described in sufficient detail to 
reveal their complete submodule structure. For G and S , all principal 
indecomposables occur as direct summands in the restrictions of the V ,
(iv)
while the same will hold for some, but definitely not all, principal 
indecomposables in the case of M . For G and S , direct decompositions
of restrictions of the V have at most one nonprojective summand each;
this is also false for M . For G and S the nonprojective indecomposable
direct summands of the V form periodic sequences with period p(p-l) .
In the (repeated) initial segment of length p(p-l) of this sequence, every 
pth term is 0 while the others are nonzero and pairwise nonisomorphic.
In the case of S every nonprojective indecomposable is isomorphic to one 
and only one of these, while in the case of G every nonprojective 
indecomposable is isomorphic to one and only one of these tensored with a 
YlD . The nonprojective indecomposables for G and S can therefore be 
described in sufficient detail to reveal a great deal of their submodule 
structure. Each G'-module can be made into an Af-module by making all 
elements of M outside G annihilate it: call such A/-modules singular.
Now M has infinitely many isomorphism types of nonsingular indecomposables, 
but only finitely many of them occur as direct summands of the V , and we
do not attempt to classify even those which do.
To complete this summary of the results in this thesis, it remains to
indicate what we know about the structure of the V . As far as the actionm
of G or S is concerned, each V is a direct summand ofm
with a complement which depends only on the residue class of m mod p^-1 . 
This makes it possible to describe all V by dealing, as we do, with the
first few. By contrast, with respect to the action of M the V do not
fit such an arithmetic pattern: for instance, V is not a direct summand
of any other V , and is not even embeddable in V unless m - 1 is a
mtp(p-l)
power of p .
(v)
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1CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Let p be a prime number F the field of p elements, M the 
semigroup of all 2 x 2  matrices over F , G the group GL(2, p) of 
invertible elements of M , and S the normal subgroup SL(2, p) of G 
consisting of the matrices of determinant one. The aim of this thesis is to 
study the representations of M, G and S over F . A certain 
construction is of great help towards this aim as well as being of 
considerable interest in its own right. We describe this next.
Let V be the commutative polynomial algebra in two indeterminants,
X and y say, over F . For each positive integer m , the homogeneous 
polynomials of degree m - 1 form a subspace V , of dimension m , in
00
V , and V = ©  V . Each V may be regarded as an FM-module by
m -1
considering the elements of M  as homogeneous linear substitutions, so an 
cd . i  ielement  ^ of M  applied to a monomial X y7 yields
(aXtby)7'(cXtJy)'^ ' . ^As V  ^ consists of the "constant" polynomials, its
elements are left unchanged by all elements of M  , including the zero 
matrix.] The maps so representing the elements of M  on V are not only 
linear transformations but are also F-algebra endomorphisms of V .
This construction was used by Brauer and Nesbitt [1] to determine the 
irreducibles of S . Various other results given below for S or G 
occur in the literature or folklore of the subject, even to the explicit 
description of the submodule structure of half the indecoinposables for ~S 
by Janusz in [7]. Instead of quoting these, or applying the general 
theories from which they are derived, we give virtually bare-handed proofs,
2many of which seem to have distinct attractions. Our need is for an 
approach that will enable us to handle the case of M . The representation 
theory of (finite) semigroups as expounded for instance in [2, 3] by Clifford 
and Preston, or in [8, 9] by McAllister, seems to succeed only with modules 
that can be induced from maximal subgroups. One of the results of this 
thesis is that M has infinitely many isomorphism types of indecomposables 
over F , a result one would hardly have expected along the lines of this 
theory, for the maximal subgroups of M  are G and cyclic groups of order 
1 and p - 1 . Groups of this type have only finitely many isomorphic 
types of indecomposables over F . This illustrates the reasons for 
proceeding virtually from first principles.
Next we summarize our results. We aim at finding the irreducibles, the 
indecomposables and the submodule structure of at least the principal 
indecomposable 5, G and M  modules. We would also like to be able to 
describe all the V^ and, although we have not been able to give a complete
description of these, at least we can say as much as we would like to say
about the F L  .m'G
The one dimensional FM-modules, other than V , are the tensor powers
yi
D (n = 1, 2, ..., p-1) of the module D which affords the determinant 
representation (so on this each element of M acts as the scalar which is
0 . 2 its determinant); we put D = 7 . We show that M  has precisely p
(isomorphism classes of) irreducible modules over F ; namely the V 0  D
with 1 < m 5 p , 0 < n < p-1 . These modules, after restruction, yield
all the irreducibles of G and S as well, but to keep them pairwise 
nonisomorphic the upper end of the range of n has to be brought down to 
p - 2 and 0 respectively. For each of M, G and S the principal 
indecomposable modules are described in sufficient detail to reveal their
3co m p le te  submodule s t r u c t u r e .  For G and S , a l l  p r i n c i p a l  indecom posab le s
o c c u r  as d i r e c t  summands in  t h e  r e s t r i c t i o n s  o f  t h e  V , w h i le  t h e  samem
w i l l  h o ld  f o r  some, b u t  d e f i n i t e l y  n o t  a l l ,  p r i n c i p a l  in d ec o m p o sab le s  in  th e  
c a s e  o f  M . For G and S  , d i r e c t  d e c o m p o s i t io n s  o f  r e s t r u c t i o n s  o f  th e  
V have a t  most one n o n p r o j e c t i v e  summand e a c h ;  t h i s  i s  a l s o  f a l s e  f o r
M . For G and S  t h e  n o n p r o j e c t i v e  indecom posab le  d i r e c t  summands o f  th e  
V^ form p e r i o d i c  s e q u en c e s  w i th  p e r i o d  p ( p - l )  . In  t h e  ( r e p e a t e d )  i n i t i a l
segm ent o f  l e n g t h  p ( p - l )  o f  t h i s  s e q u e n c e ,  e v e ry  p t h  te rm  i s  0 w h i le  
th e  o t h e r s  a r e  n o n z e ro  and p a i r w i s e  n o n is o m o rp h ic .  In  t h e  c a se  o f  S  ev e ry  
n o n p r o j e c t i v e  indecom posab le  i s  i s o m o rp h ic  t o  one and on ly  one o f  t h e s e ,  
w h i le  in  t h e  c a se  o f  G e v e ry  n o n p r o j e c t i v e  indecom posab le  i s  i so m o rp h ic  t o
one and o n ly  one o f  t h e s e  t e n s o r e d  w i th  a  D . The n o n p r o j e c t i v e  
in d ec o m p o sab le s  f o r  G and S  can  t h e r e f o r e  be d e s c r i b e d  in  s u f f i c i e n t  
d e t a i l  t o  r e v e a l  a g r e a t  d e a l  o f  t h e i r  submodule s t r u c t u r e .  Each G-module 
can  be made i n t o  an module by making a l l  e le m e n ts  o f  M o u t s i d e  G.  
a n n i h i l a t e  i t :  c a l l  such  ^ -m o d u les  s i n g u l a r .  Now M h a s  i n f i n i t e l y  many
isom orph ism  ty p e s  o f  n o n s in g u l a r  in d e c o m p o s a b le s ,  b u t  on ly  f i n i t e l y  many o f  
them o c c u r  as d i r e c t  summands o f  t h e  V , and we do n o t  a t t e m p t  t o  c l a s s i f y
even t h o s e  which do .
To com ple te  t h i s  summary o f  t h e  r e s u l t s  in  t h i s  t h e s i s ,  i t  r em a in s  t o  
i n d i c a t e  what we know a b o u t  t h e  s t r u c t u r e  o f  th e  V . As f a r  as  th e  a c t i o n
o f  G o r  S  i s  c o n c e rn e d ,  each V i s  a d i r e c t  summand o f  V , .m m+p( p- l )
2
w ith  a complement w hich depends o n ly  on th e  r e s i d u e  c l a s s  o f  m mod p -1  . 
T h is  makes i t  p o s s i b l e  t o  d e s c r i b e  a l l  V by d e a l i n g ,  as  we d o ,  w i th  th e
f i r s t  few . By c o n t r a s t ,  w i th  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  a c t i o n  o f  M t h e  V do n o t
f i t  such  an a r i t h m e t i c  p a t t e r n :  f o r  i n s t a n c e ,  y i s  n o t  a d i r e c t  summand
4of any other V , and is not even embeddable in V unless m - 1 is a rn m
power of p . For this reason we cannot complete the discussion of the
as M -modules. This is all the more surprising as there is "very little" 
M-action (other than 5-action) on each V in the following sense: for
> p the unique largest singular submodule [namely ()Cy-xy^)F ] hasrn -p -1
codimension p + 1 in V and the unique smallest nonsingular submodule 
has dimension at most p + 1 . In any composition series of V all but 
one factor is singular, so in any direct decomposition of a V all but one
summand is singular and so on.
As we have said, we work essentially from first principles. We do rely 
on some general representation theory, say from the book [4] by Curtis and 
Reiner. Our only other sources are Dickson and Kelly [5], which we invoke 
to show that M is of infinite representation type, Huppert [6] for a 
general result about modules and an unpublished manuscript by Professor G.E. 
Wall to whom we are greatly indebted for making it available. A crucially 
important tool in the investigation of the V is a family of short exact
sequences
0 " Vm ® Vn ® D * Vmtl ® 4z+l " Vmn+1 " °
which comes from that manuscript, where it is used for analysing the first 
2p of the V as 5-modules, the tensor products of irreducible «S-modules
and the principal indecomposable 5-modules. While we reach our conclusions 
by somewhat different arguments, we greatfully acknowledge the influence of 
that manuscript through much of this thesis.
The thesis is arranged in seven chapters the first of which is this
introduction. In the second chapter we present some repliminary results, 
mainly from general representation theory. They are all well known and fit
5into tv/o classes, the first being results that do not seem to be presented 
in the literature in a form suitable for use here. Proofs are provided for 
these. The second class consists of results that are frequently used 
throughout the thesis and it is convenient to collect them together in one 
place. More importantly however, we can use these results to exhibit the 
differences relating to group algebras and the more general class of algebra 
that we are interested in.
In Chapter 3 we look at the matrices representing, on a V ,
certain (invertible) elements of M  . In this way we are able to determine 
some useful results relating to the restriction of the V to subgroups
of G . These results are of interest in themselves and some may, in later
chapters, be used to obtain some of the structure of the V themselves.m
Important results in this chapter include the fact that, for any m , a 
decomposition of | ^  into indecomposables yields at most one that is
nonprojective. Also we show that these nonprojective summands form a 
periodic sequence. Other results include the proof of the irreducibility of 
the first p of the V and the fact that any nonprojective indecomposable
FG (F S ) module is isomorphic to a direct summand of V 0  D m for
a unique m € {l, 2, ..., pip-1)} .
In Chapter 4 we switch back to considering the V^ , not just their
restructions to subgroups. It is here that we show that for m > ptl , each
Vm has a unique largest singular submodule (x^y-xy^jp^  ^ and a unique
smallest nonsingular submodule P . V/e see that the quotients
V^/ [yFy-xyP]  ^ are indecomposable and form a periodic sequence, of
period p - 1 . This fact enables us to show that the V I^  fit an f m 1 G
6arithmetic pattern in the sense of (4.3) and already referred to in this 
introduction. The submodule , of V , spanned by the (m-l)st powers
of elements of V_ turns out to be in fact V FN . giving alternative 2 m b
descriptions for that module. We see that X is indecomposable and (for
m £ 1 ) X /X n (x^y-xyP) V is isomorphic to V with m  m  K J m n
n £ {2, 3, . . . , p} , n ~ m  mod p -1 . These two submodules, X andm
(x^y-xy^)V , will play a large role in this thesis.
Chapter 5 shows another change in direction. In fact Chapters 3, 4 
and 5 are almost independent of each other, results from Chapters 3 and 4 
creeping in right at the end of chapter 5. It is here that the "exact 
sequences" enter the picture and we can begin to describe the structure of 
the for m > p . The chapter concludes with a description of V ^ and
V ^ f°r ^ 6 (0, 1, ..., p-l} with these two series of modules providing
us with some useful side results for the final two chapters. Other results 
in Chapter 5 are more technical in nature and we do not list them here.
Chapter 6 opens with a description of all irreducible and principal 
indecomposable FG-modules. The work for this has been done in Chapter 5 and 
in Chapter 6 we do little more than summarize that. The first pip-1) of
the Vm 1G are described and we produce some reduction formulas that would
enable us to describe a V in terms of direct sums of some Vm n with
\   ^P(P-D •
The last chapter exhibits the difference between the V and F L  .1 m m ' G
First we look at arbitrary FM-modules, by considering all principal'
indecomposables, and we note they have a more complex structure than that of
the principal indecomposable FG-modules. These principal indecomposables
7show us that the algebra F M is of infinite representation type. Finally 
we show that only a finite number of different indecomposable F M-modules 
occur as direct summands of the V but a simple arithmetic pattern as in
(4.3) is not evident for the whole semigroup algebra.
The case p - 2 is one of degenerate simplicity in some of the more 
technical statements. In order not to clutter up an already rather 
complicated situation by this, from Chapter 5 on we deal only with the case 
p > 2 . As a result, some of the claims made in this introduction are not 
explicitly established here for p = 2 : however, they are valid (and
provable by the same methods) also for p - 2 .
8CHAPTER 2
REPRESENTATION THEORY
Most of the notation and quoted results in this thesis can be taken 
straight from Curtis and Reiner [4 ]. A useful table of notation is included 
in the preface to that book, the two main points of difference being our 
use of right, not left, modules and "exponential" notation. We use this 
chapter partly to provide a sample of some results from Curtis and Reiner 
that illustrate theorems about group algebras which may, or may not, be 
extended to corresponding theorems concerning a more general class of 
algebra. We find that the results that do not generalize in the manner we 
would like fail, even in the "relatively nice" algebra FM . Most of the 
results in this chapter will be used frequently throughout the thesis, often 
without reference.
Everything mentioned in this thesis (with the exception of V itself) 
is finite. This fact will be assumed in all results in this chapter, even 
though most are ture in much greater generality. Also we will assume that 
all algebras mentioned have unity element 1 and we do not consider any 
other fields than F , F - GF(p) .
Within any module U there are two important chains of submodules.
Defining c p = U the first of these chains has two equivalent definitions.
n yi-1 YiFor n > 1 we define <p U to be the smallest submodule such that (p U/cp U
YIis semisimple. Equivalently <p U is the intersection of the maximal
Yl“~ 1 0submodules of cp U . The other chain is defined by o U - 0 and for
Yl YI YI— 1.
yi > 1 , ip U is to be the largest submodule of U such that a U/a U 
is semi-simple. We begin by exploring a few elementary facts about these
submodules.
9( 2 . 1 )  . For any indecomposable b u t red u c ib le  module U ,  oU < ipU .
P r o o f .  Le t  Y  be an i r r e d u c i b l e  submodule o f  U and choose  W such
t h a t
U _ Y + ^ U  W 
ipU " cpU ® cpU *
I f  W n Y  = 0 then U = W © Y  c o n t r a d ic t in g  the  in d e c o m p o sa b i l i ty  o f  U 
and i f  W n Y   ^ 0 then Y  = W n Y < W n  (Y+cpf/) < cp IJ and hence ( 2 . 1 )  
h o ld s .  □
( 2 . 2 )  . I f  U i s  a module and a i s  an endomorphism o f  U , then  
(cpn(/)a < (p l (UcL) .
P r o o f .  I n d u c t i o n  on n g i v e s  t h i s  e a s i l y ,  p r o v i d e d  one knows t h a t  
(tpi/)a 5 cp(i/a) . As q)(£/a) i s  t h e  i n t e r s e c t i o n  o f  a l l  t h e  maximal  
submodules  Y  o f  Ucl , t o  t h i s  e n d ,  i t  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  show t h a t
(cpf/)a 5 Y  f o r  e v e ry  such  Y  . But  t h e  c om ple te  i n v e r s e  image W o f  Y
u n d e r  a  i s  a maximal submodule o f  U and t h u s  cpU <  W which g i v e s  
(qW/)ot < Wa  = Y . □
An a l g e b r a  A can i t s e l f  be  c o n s i d e r e d  as  a r i g h t  /1-module (sometimes 
d e n o te d  ) .  I f  we w r i t e  A = ® , /K i n d e c o m p o s a b le ,  t h e n  t h e  A^
a r e  t h e  so  c a l l e d  p r i n c i p a l  i n decom posab le  /1 -modules .  We can say  a 
s u r p r i s i n g  amount a b o u t  t h e s e  modules .
( 2 . 3 )  ( [ 4 ] ,  5 4 . 1 1 ,  p .  372) .  I f  A^ i s  a p r in c ip a l indecomposable
A -m o d u le th e n  AJq>A^ i s  ir r e d u c ib le . Two p r in c ip a l indecomposable
modules A . and A . are isom orphic i f  and only i f  A./ipA.  =  A ./(p/1 • • 
t  y t  t  j  j
( [ 4 ] ,  5 4 . 1 3 ,  p .  374) .  Every ir r e d u c ib le  A-module i s  isom orphic to  /I Vcp/K
fo r  some p r in c ip a l indecomposable A-module A^ . □
In view o f  ( 2 . 3 ) ,  f o r  any i r r e d u c i b l e  /1-module U , i t  makes s e n s e  t o  
t a l k  o f  P ( U )  , t h e  p r i n c i p a l  indecom posab le  /1-module h a v i n g  U as  i t s  
un ique  i r r e d u c i b l e  f a c t o r  module.  The f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t  i s  w e l l  known b u t  as
10
restrictions are usually placed on the field F , A being an F-algebra,
I cannot find it in an easily quotable form. We therefore go through the 
standard proof.
(2.4). If U is an absolutely irreducible A-modulet then the number 
of summands isomorphic to P(U) in an unrefinable direct decomposition of 
A is equal to the dimension of U .
Proof. If A - ©  A  ^ , A  ^ indecomposable, then cp/1 = ©  tp/K so
/l/cp/1 ^®AJq>A^ . By (2.3) the A. are irreducible. Let the A . be
numbered so that A./q>A^  ^  IJ if and only if 1 5 i 5 m . Thus
m
©  Ai/ipAi ^  U® m 
i-1
( the direct sum of rn copies of U,).
Therefore we have U® m , a homomorphic image of A , which is generated
AT?by one element. Thus U can itself be generated by a single element and 
we will use this fact to show m - dim U . On the other hand vie will show
that iß C^ IT1^  is generated by one element and must therefore be a homomorphic 
image of A , the free 4-module of rank one. This will show dim U 5 m 
and thus equality.
A direct sum U
7T. : U ->-+ U and mv
of m copies of U is given by 
embeddings : U >— * iß n such
m projections
that q .it . is t J 1
or 0 in End II as i - j or i f j , and £  = 1 , 1 the identity
element in End iß N .
If U© m is generated by an element V and a linear combination
I af (vtk) of the projections V7K vanishes then the kernel of the
11
homomorphism y a  .tt . m -> [/ contains V and therefore all of £/ m
Therefore £  ot.TT. = 0 and so, for all j , 0 = q. £  a.Tr. = a. . Thist- t <7 Is j
shows that the Vtk are linearly independent in U and thus m 5 dim U .
Conversely if U^, U , are linearly independent elements of
U and V = £  u.ru , then V generates U' . To see this, assume not so
that V lies in a proper submodule of U and thus in the kernel of some
nonzero homomorphism tp : U -+ U . Now cp = £  TKr^cp so n t 0 for
some j . As q^ cp £ End U , by ([4], 29.13, p. 202) each r)^  acts as
multiplication by a scalar, a. say, where of course a. ^ 0 . On the ^ J
other hand 0 = V(p = V £  TT-r^
V and now op. ^ 0 contradicts the linear independence of the IU . □
Several characterizations of projective modules will be used. We call 
an /1-module P projective if and only if:
(a) it is isomorphic to a direct sum of principal indecomposable 
modules;
(b) whenever X and Y are /1-modul.es such that
O ’+X + Y-'-P + O is an exact' sequence, then this sequence 
splits;
(c) if X and Y are /1-modules and cp : P Y , 41 : X 1
are homomorphisms, the latter being onto Y , then there 
exists a £ in Hom(P, X) such that = cp .
An immediate corollary of this last definition is that if W is any module 
with W/ipW irreducible then W is a homomorphic image of P(W/yW) . This 
fact will be used often without reference.
In a similar way to (b) above we can define an /1-module I to be
= Y a.U . VTT . =  u . by the definition of
12
injective if and only if all exact sequences split. A
definition similar to (c) also holds but in general the indecomposables 
which occur in the appropriate version of (a) are not the principal 
indecomposables. We do have however, for group algebras
(2.5) ([4 ], 58.14, p. 402). A module for a group algebra is injective
if and only if it is projective. □
For group algebras we can say even more about the principal 
indecomposables. In view of the comments at the end of ([4], 58.12, p. 401) 
we have
(2„6). If /k is a principal indecomposable module for a group 
algebra then oA^ is irreducible and o/k ^  7k/(jvk . □
We will see later that neither (2.5) nor (2.6) hold for FM-modules.
The following result is well known and the proof quite standard. As I 
can not find a quotable reference for it we go through the proof.
(2.7). Let A be an algebra whose projective indecomposable modules 
and injective indecomposable modules are all uniserial (modules with only 
one composition series). Then every indecomposable A-module is uniserial.
Proof. Let U be an indecomposable 4-module and V/W a uniserial 
section of U of maximal composition length. Consider the submodules X 
of U which satisfy V n X = W . The set of such submodules contains W 
and so is not empty. Let X be a maximal element of this set. If 
0 < Y/X S U/X then, by the choice of X , W < V n Y . Therefore, as V/W 
is uniserial, ö(V/W) < Y/W . This shows that U/W is an essential 
extension of o(V/W) so U/W is isomorphic to a submodule of the injective 
hull of o(V/W) , which is, by assumption, uniserial. Thus U/W is 
uniserial and the rnaximality of V/W guarantees U = V .
Next let X' be minimal among the submodules of U satisfying 
X' + W = U . Put <p(£//*✓) = V'/W . As U = X 1 t W we have
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V  - (x1 n V') + W . Now Y' < X' n V' < X’ so the maximal!ty of Y' in 
X' gives that Y' = X’ n V' . Thus X' has only one maximal submodule, 
namely X' n Y' , so it is a homomorphic image of the projective cover of 
the irreducible module X'/X’nY' . By assumption that principal 
indecomposable is uniserial so X' is uniserial. Now
U/W - X'+W/W = X'/X'nW and U/W was chosen to have maximal composition 
length among the uniserial sections, so X' n W = 0 . Thus U - X' ©  W and 
as U is assumed indecomposable this means W - 0 and so U is 
uniserial.
For group algebras we also have the Tensor Product Theorem which is
just the essential special case of ([4], 44.3, p. 325).
(2.8) . Let L be a subgroup of a group H 3 U an FL-module3 W an
FH-module. Then 0  W = ((/ 0  W^ ) ^ . □
Before vie derive some corollaries of (2.8) we note that for a group 
H , the module FH (group algebra considered as a module) is induced from
the one dimensional module for the trivial subgroup E . That is
FII = (FE) , or in the tensor product language of Curtis and Reiner
FH = FE 0  FH . Thus we can characterize projective FH-modules as modules
that are direct summands of modules induced from E . A similar sort of 
thing holds for a more general class of algebras but we do not need that in 
this thesis.
(2.9) . If U and W are FH-modules for a group H and W is 
protective3 then so is U 0  W .
Proof. As W is projective, it is a direct summand of where X
is a module for the trivial subgroup E . That is W ©  W - X for some
F/Z-module W so U 0  (W ©  W) = {U 0  W) ©  (U 0  W) . On the other hand
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U ® (.W© W) s ®
S [ut: ® x)H
by (2.8) where [u^  ®  X]^  is also a module induced from E to H and, by
the Krull Schmidt Theorem, U ® W is isomorphic to a direct summand of it. 
Therefore U ®  W is projective. □
The thing that makes (2.9) work is the Tensor Product Theorem which as 
stated is not applicable to arbitrary algebras. We will see that (2.9) does 
not hold for FM-modules, even if U happens to be one dimensional. In 
that situation, that is U one dimensional, if W is a principal 
indecomposable module for a group algebra then so is U ®  W . For FM 
modules this tensor product need not even be indecomposable. The reason for 
this difference is that for group algebras, to each one dimensional module 
U there exists another one dimensional module U such that on U ® U the 
group acts trivially and so U ®  U ® W = W . It follows that the submodule 
lattices of W and U ®  W are isomorphic. There is no reason however that 
one dimensional modules for arbitrary algebras need have "inverses".
We also need to know something about projectivity of induced and 
restructed modules. We sum this up in:
(2„ 10)0 If L is a subgroup of a group H 3 P the Sylow p-subgroup 
of H j U an FL-module and W an FH-module then
(a) U projective implies ll^ projective3
(b) W projective implies W^  projective} and
(c) Wp projective implies W projective.
Proof. Using the approach of (2.9) the proof of (a) and (b) is 
straightforward. In (c), as is projective, there exists a W such
that ©  W ^  for some E module X . Therefore, on the one hand
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(f/p ©  = (Vp)^  ©  (W)^  and on the other hand (i7p ©  = [X^ ]^  = .
By ([4], 63.2, p. 427 and 63.7, p. 430) W is a component of (Vp)^ so by
the Krull-Schmidt Theorem (c) holds. □
One other related fact that will be used often mostly without reference
is
(2.11) ([4], 65.17, p. 439). If P is a Sylow p-subgroup of a group
II and U is an Fll-module3 then U is projective only if the order of P 
divides the dimension of U . □
We conclude the representation part of this chapter with a result 
relating to arbitrary modules.
(2.12) . If I and U are disjoint submodules of a module X , with
I injective3 then there exists Y < X such that U < Y and X = I ©  Y .
Proof. Choose Y maximal with respect to U S Y and Y n I - 0 .
Then (Y ©  Ij/Y is isomorphic to J and is thus injective. Therefore 
there exists a submodule W such that X/Y = (Y ©  I)/Y ©  W/Y . If 
Y < Z 5 X then W n I > 0 by the maximality of Y . Therefore
W n (X ©  Y) > Y providing a contradiction. Thus Y - W and
X/Y = (Y ©  I)/Y . □
Finally two arithmetic results that we shall need later.
(2.13).
P-l t 
)T m is congruent to 
m-1
0 mod p if t
-1 mod p if t
Proof. Writing m^  - m 1 ^P ^  9 0 < n < p-1
v t _
L m = 
m-1
rp-i  ^n 1
L m 
^m=l
mod p .
£ 0 mod p-l
4 0 mod p-l . 
we have
If n - 0 then
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V  0L m = P -  1 
m-1
p r o v i n g  t h e  second  p a r t .  With
fTTl\ _
i  !
we can w r i t e
( n.) = (m-l)(rn-2)  . . .  (m-i+1)
"• - z h O  •
i = l
w i t h  3^ i n t e g e r s ,  so  t h a t  f o r  1 < n < p - 1  ,
p - 1  p - 1  nZ ™n = Z Z 6, o
m=l m=l i = l  " ^
n p - l= z ßf Z 0
i =1 m=l t
f = 1
by a w e l l  known f o r m u l a r  r e l a t i n g  b i n o m i a l  c o e f f i c i e n t s .  Th i s  sum i s  a lw ays  
c o n g r u e n t  t o  0 mod p as  1 5 n < p -2  , p r o v i n g  t h e  f i r s t  p a r t  o f  
( 2 . 1 3 ) .
( 2 . 1 4 ) .  For every  r  and i  such th a t  0 < i  < p -1  ,
• rp -1 7( - 1 )  mod p .
P r o o f .  Th i s  i s  p ro v ed  by i n d u c t i o n  on i  n o t i n g  t h a t
■ 2 
p - 1
0 = 1 = ( - D  .
As i s  v / e l l  known
r~\
P •  • •  •  1i s  d i v i s i b l e  by p whenever  0 < i  < p so  f o r
0 < i  < p - 1  we have
r r  , >p - 1 rP
r r  , 
P - 1
l 1 \ U ' . 1 = 0 -  ( - 1 )   ^ 1 mod p ,
t h e  l a s t  s t e p  by t h e  i n d u c t i v e  h y p o t h e s i s .
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CHAPTER 3
RESTRICTIONS TO SUBGROUPS
In the introduction we defined the polynomial algebra V and the 
FA/-modules V consisting of the homogeneous polynomials of degree m  - 1
in V . Recall that M  acts on V by F-algebra endomorphisms. The V
can also be considered as F//-modules for subgroups II of M  . We, as
usual, denote these restrictions to H by V I or [V ]„ . One of the5 J m ' H  v m J H
aims of this thesis is to describe the V \ „ but besides this there are twom1G
other reasons for studying the restrictions to subgroups.
Firstly, results about restrictions to certain small subgroups of G 
can be used to determine results about restrictions to larger subgroups or 
hopefully to results about the themselves. An example of this is (3.1)
where we see that for m £ (l, 2, ..., p} , the V |_ are irreducible and
consequently so must be the V . Another example is (3.3) which states
that for any rti , a decomposition of | ^  into indecomposable summands
yields at most one that is nonprojective. This crucial result is a simple
consequence of (3.2), a result concerning restriction to a p-cycle.
The other reason for examining these restrictions is that the Vm
provide a very convenient medium for studying representations of these 
subgroups. For example, in (3.9) we show that if W is any nonprojective 
indecomposable FF-rnodule then there exists an rn such that W is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of V | . It is also true that projective
indecomposable ZAF-modules arise in the same way. For indecomposable 
FC-modules the situation is nearly as good. We see in (3.8) that for any 
nonproj ect ive indecomposable FG-module 17 there exists rn, n such that W
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is isomorphic to a direct summand of 1/ ®  D  m G
The other important result in this chapter is (3.7) which says that the 
nonprojective summands of the V \q  form a periodic sequence. This is used
often throughout the thesis and in particular in Chapter 4 where we show 
that the themselves fit into a conveniently describable pattern (see
(4.3)).
The two subgroups not already defined that play a big part in this 
chapter are the subgroup T consisting of the lower triangular matrices,
that is, the matrices of the form ( a , b , c d F 9 a b  ^ 0) , and P ,
the subgroup consisting of the matrices of the form , a d F  . The
subgroup P is a Sylow p-subgroup of T, 5, T n S and G . It is the
cyclicity of P that makes a lot of this thesis possible.
A convenient basis to pick for each V is the set of monomialsr m
{x y ; 0 s i s  m - l} ; clearly, V has dimension m  . For two
U, V d V with u d V and V d V , UV d V . . Mote that V. is them  n rn+n-1 1
isone dimensional module on which V = V for all V d and a l l  t d M
(including the case where t is the zero element of M  , however strange 
that may look). If 1 is the identity element in V , we may as well let 
this be "the" basis vector for V . We use the convention that - 0
-jWe have already introduced the one-dimensional modules Ü where for
t d M  and d d , d^ = (det t )^d . Then D^ is the j-fold tensor
jpower of D ; and in general for every module A we take A to mean the 
j-fold tensor power, with the convention that A - V .
The first result in this chapter was proved in ([1], 30, p. 588).
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However the statement of the result is not in the form we require. The 
proof given here is shorter and sets the spirit for the chapter as we 
exploit this approach repeatedly. The notation <U^, U2’  ^denotes
the module spanned by U^, ..., .
(3.1). For 1 5 m < p 3 the modules V \^  are absolutely irreducible
and thus the V ®  D and the 
m
V ®  D m are absolutely irreducible for
all values of n .
Proof. Take h - in P . On the chosen basis of V this'“1 m
element h is represented by the matrix Y whose i, j entry is the
binomial coefficient i-1>.. n reduced modulo p 
■ J-1
to yield an element of F .
fi-\\Note that b  ' - i - 1 and thus Y has the form
m
1
1 1  0 
2 1 
3 1
m-1 lj .
From this we see that Y - I (the m x m identity matrix) has rank
m m
m - 1 (it is here vie use m < p ), and thus the fixed points of Y^ form a
subspace of dimension one. As all irreducible PP-modules are one 
dimensional and P acts trivially on them, this means that V \p has a
unique minimal submodule.
But clearly, by the same argument, any factor module has a unique
minimal submodule. Therefore 1/ L  is uniserial with the uniquem' P
composition series
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T. I , /77-l>  ^ , m-1 m- 2 v ^7 | p s* < x > < < x , x y > < < < x1m-l m - 2x y, ym-l a- m ' P
Thus‘every nonzero submodule of V \p 
submodule can contain yU  ^ . Since
m-1contains X but no proper
r m-l)s m -1 r f 0 Llx J = y for s = [_2 Q) t S ,
no submodule of | ^  can contain XM  ^ without containing yW  ^ and
hence V |„ can have no nonzero proper submodules. m 1S
Even if we were to extend the field of scalars, the same argument would
napply, so V | is absolutely irreducible. As V 0  D m S
= V 0 , the m'S ’
other assertions of (3.1) are clear. □
This result does more than describe some irreducible S, M and G
modules. In later chapters we show that this in fact describes all of them.
We also note that as the V „ with 1 5 m < p are uniserial, and som 1P r
indecomposable, and as P has just p isomorphism types of indecomposables 
(see Curtis and Reiner ([4], 64.2, p. 431)), every indecomposable PP-module 
is isomorphic to one of these V \p . We exploit this in the proof of the
next result which will have as an almost immediate corollary one of the 
(two) most useful tools in this thesis.
(3.2). For m > 1 write m - kp + r with 0 < r 5 p-1 . Then V \p
is the direct sum of V \p and k copies of the regular FP-module.
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of (3.1); the first point of 
departure being that Y - has rank (kpir) - (k+1) if r > 0 and 
(kp+r) - k if r = 0 . The space of fixed points of therefore has
dimension k if r = 0 and k + 1 if r > 0 . We also notice that the 
span of the first kp basis vectors is a submodule, U say, on which h 
is represented by Y^  . This kp-dimensional submodule has fixed point
space of dimension k and is therefore the direct sum of at most k
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i n d e c o m p o s a b l e s , each  o f  d im ens ion  a t  most  p . Thus U must  be t h e  d i r e c t  
sum o f  p r e c i s e l y  k i n d e c o m p o s a b l e s ,  each  o f  d im e ns ion  p and hence  
r e g u l a r .  C o n s e q u e n t ly  U i s  a d i r e c t  summand w i t h  i t s  d i r e c t  complement  
h a v in g  d im e ns ion  r  and ( i f  r  > 0) f i x e d  p o i n t  sp a c e  o f  d im e ns ion  one .
Thus t h i s  complement  i s  indecom posab le  and i n  f a c t  i s o m o r p h ic  t o  V \p . □
(3o3).  I f  p\m then V^\^ i s  p r o j e c t i v e  and i f  p\m then V \^ i s
the d i r e c t  stun o f  a p r o j e c t i v e  module and a nonprojec tive  indecomposable 
module.
P r o o f .  From ( 3 . 2 ) ,  i f  p |m , t h e n  V \ ^  i s  p r o j e c t i v e  so by ( 2 .1 0 )
so  i s  V I „ . On t h e  o t h e r  hand  i f  p\m t h e n  by ( 2 . 1 1 )  7 L  i s  n o t
p r o j e c t i v e .  W ri t e  ^ui\ q as  t h e  d i r e c t  sum o f  i ndecom posab le  modules .
Should  more t h a n  one o f  t h e s e  summands be n o n p r o j e c t i v e  t h e n  by ( 2 . 1 0 ) ,  so 
would t h e i r  r e s t r i c t i o n s  t o  P . T h i s  would c o n t r a d i c t  ( 3 . 2 )  so we c onc lude  
t h a t  t h e r e  i s  e x a c t l y  one n o n p r o j e c t i v e  summand. □
The subgroup  T has  been  d e f i n e d  t o  c o n s i s t  o f  t h e  m a t r i c e s  h o f  
ra(h)  0 \
t h e  form
■b(h) c(h)J
w i t h  a ( h ) , b ( h ) , c{h)  € F and a{h)b(h)  t  0 . Two
one d i m e n s i o n a l  PT-modules  a r e  a l r e a d y  i m p l i c i t  in  t h i s  d e s c r i p t i o n :  A
hw i t h  a = a( h )a f o r  a l l  a i n  A and h i n  T , and B w i th
= b ( h )b f o r  a l l  b i n  B . I t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  A^ ® B^  = ® ■ i f  and
on ly  i f  r  E k mod p-1  and j  = l  mod p - 1 .
Note n e x t  t h a t  T i s  g e n e r a t e d  by P and two more e le m e n t s
j .] where f  i s  a g e n e r a t o r  o f  t h e  m u l t i p l i c a t i v e  group o f  F .
k0 V
C o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f  t h e  r e s t r i c t i o n s  V | i s  g r e a t l y  f a c i l i t a t e d  by t h e  f a c t  
t h a t  t h e  s t a n d a r d  b a s i s  e l e m e n t s  a r e  a l l  e i g e n v e c t o r s  f o r  t h e  two e x t r a  
g e n e r a t o r s  o f  T . In  p a r t i c u l a r  < 1 ) i s  a submodule o f  \ ^  , and i t
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,m-1is easily seen to be isomorphic to Ä“  ^ . Thus < 1 > is a submodule of
iI „ pg a
P
V
P
I I 'i 7
T isomorphic to , and each |y ® A ' ®  Fr has a submodule
- V \ these modules aret 7isomorphic to A ' ®  B . As ,v L  ®  ® p'P
I 7, 7uniserial and injective so \^  ®  A ' ®  B is the injective hull of
A 7' ® 5^' . It follows that the 7 |y 0  ^  0 with £, j f {0, 1, p-2)
are pairwise nonisomorphic and as the dimension of their direct sum is the
order of T , that direct sum must be precisely the regular FT-module.
£ AThis shows that every irreducible FT-module is isomorphic to A ®  Br and
■ -£ Aevery principal indecomposable, being isomorphic to some V \^  ® A ®  Bd ,
is uniserial. We can now invoke (2.7) to conclude that every indecomposable 
FT-module is uniserial and hence isomorphic to a submodule of the injective 
hull of its unique minimal submodule. This shows that every indecomposable
is isomorphic to a submodule of some V \y 0 /1^  ®  B^  , and so there are at
most p(p-l) isomorphism classes of nonzero indecomposables.
I i iSimilarly we observe that the V \ ^ 0/1 0  Br with 1 < r 5 p and
2i, J d (0, 1, ..., p-2) form a list of p(p-l) modules. The restriction
to P of each of these is uniserial, so they are all indecomposables. The
■ p -j ltf 7*unique minimal submodule of V J ^  ®  A ®  B° is isomorphic to A ®  Zr ,
and comparison of these enables us to show that no two modules in the above 
list which have the same dimension can be isomorphic. Thus we have proved 
the following result.
(3.4). Every indecomposable FT-module is isomorphic to 
■ i  -j
Vr\rp ®  A' ® 5  for some i, j , r with 1 < r < p and
i, o e {o, 1, .... p-2) . □
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NOTH. A c o n v e n i e n t  s i d e  r e s u l t  o f  t h e  argument  above i s  t h a t  any two 
indecom posab le  FT-modules  which have t h e  same d im ens ion  and i s o m o r p h ic  
s o c l e s  a r e  t h e m s e lv e s  i s o m o r p h ic .  T h i s  w i l l  be used  i n  t h e  l a s t  s t e p  o f  t h e  
p r o o f  o f  t h e  n e x t  r e s u l t .
( 3 .5 ) .  For m > 1 w ri t e  rn - kp + v with  0 5 v  < p-1  . Then
7<-l ,
s r  I , ®/ ® e
z=om T r 1T {  P ' T
„ . k + r - l - l  „ nl  ® A (g) B
P r o o f .  For  each 1 £ {0,  1 ,  . . . ,  A-l}  l e t  de n o te  t h e  span o f
Vm and p u t %
V U2 , . . . . ukP7 in = V \m • As i n  t h e  p r o o f  o f  ( 3 . 2 )  we n o t e  t h a t  P, , , . . . , P7k +1 m T  r  1 ’ 2 /
a d m i t  P and in d e e d  as  P-modules  t h e y  a r e  i s o m o r p h ic  t o  7 ^ | p ,  • • • 5  ^Ap^P *
S i n c e  U , U , . . . ,  P, have b a s e s  c o n s i s t i n g  o f  e i g e n v e c t o r s  o f  t h e  
A. Z  K
a d d i t i o n a l  g e n e r a t o r s  o f  T , t h e y  admi t  T as  w e l l .  Also  by ( 3 . 2 )  t h e i r  
r e s t r i c t i o n s  t o  P a r e  i n j e c t i v e  so by ( 2 . 1 0 )  t h e y  a r e  i n j e c t i v e  
T - m o d u le s . I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t
VJ t a  ®0 UU l / Ul  ■
Each summand /(/^ has  an i r r e d u c i b l e  submodule spanned  by
m - l - l p  Ip „ , , . . . . m - l - l p  ^  Alp
X y + P^ and hence  i so m o r p h ic  t o  A 0  b , t h a t  i s ,  t o
1+  v>_ i _ 7 7
d ® B as  m - l - l p ^ k + r - l - l  mod p -1  . We know from ( 3 . 2 )
t h a t  V L  does n o t  have a d i r e c t  d e c o m p o s i t i o n  w i t h  more summands t h a n  r n1P
V = © P7j.n/P ,  ,m'T ~ ^  ~Z+1 l
so  t h i s  must be an u n r e f i n a b l e  d e c o m p o s i t i o n .  As each  indecom posab le  i s  
i d e n t i f i a b l e  by i t s  d im e n s io n  and i som orph ism  t y p e  o f  an i r r e d u c i b l e *  
submodule i n  i t ,  ( s e e  t h e  n o t e  a f t e r  ( 3 . 4 ) ) ,
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for I < k while £/^ + /^i/, = ^ 0  . □
The following result provides a way of determining some of the structure 
of a A'6'-module by examining the restriction of it to T .
(3.6). For any FG-module U [pT) r = U ©  [u 0  V \G) .
NOTE. A similar result is true if we substitute S for G and T n S 
for T . The same proof applies.
Proof of (3.6). By the Tensor Product Theorem (2.0),
(ty) s (»ysy/si/® © p p  •
To prove (3.6) therefore, we have to show (b |^,) 1 , which is the permutation 
representation of G on the cosets of T , is isomorphic to V |r ©  V | .1 u p u
Take u = 1 + ^ € b^ © V  and look at {u^ | g  € G\ . The elements
of this set are permuted transitively by G and together span a submodule
of fk, © V 1 _ which is neither V I nor V I . Therefore  ^1 pJ G 1'G p G
( \ß I g £ G) - (b^  ©  b and [\fl | g £ G] has at least p + 1 elements.
Next we observe that if h = )^ £ T (so at  0 ) then
l/2 = 1 + (ax)^  ^= 1 + X1' ^ = U . Therefore if g and g' are in the
same coset of T (that is g' - hg for h £ T ) then (= u^) = [fl
and we conclude that the number of distinct II^ is at most the number of 
cosets of T in G , that is, at most p + 1 . By the conclusion of the
last paragraph therefore the number of distinct is exactly p + 1 and
so they are in one to one correspondence with the cosets. As G acts on
the as it does on the cosets and the form a basis for fb ©  V ) n
1  P  17
Q
it follows that fb, Lj = b, In 0  V \ n and we remarked in the opening
1 i 1 u  p  Lr
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p a r a g r a p h  t h a t  t h i s  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  p rove  ( 3 . 6 ) .  □
Befo re  s t u d y i n g  some o f  t h e  c o n s eq u e n c e s  o f  t h i s  r e s u l t  we need  t o
i n t r o d u c e  some n o t a t i o n .  By ( 3 . 3 ) ,  F _ = F ©1 /  where V i s  am'G m m rn
s u i t a b l e  p r o j e c t i v e  and F i s  z e r o  o r  a n o n p r o j e c t i v e  i n d ec o m p o s ab le .
While  V I c o u ld  have s e v e r a l  such  d e c o m p o s i t i o n s ,  t h e  K r u l l - S c h m i d t
Theorem g u a r a n t e e s  t h a t  F^ and V a r e  un ique  up t o  isom orph ism .  We
s h o u l d  n o t e  t h a t  w h i l e  V i s  an M-module, F and V a r e  d e f i n e d  asm m m
(7-modules . The n e x t  r e s u l t  e s t a b l i s h e s  t h a t  t h e  V form a p e r i o d i c  
s e q u e n c e .
( 3 . 7 ) .  The n o n p r o j e c t i v e  p a r t s  o f  the  V \ form a p e r i o d i c  sequence,
V , v ^  V f o r  a l l  m . m+p{p-1) m
P r o o f .  Wri t e  m = kp + r  , 0 5 21 < p - 1 so  t h a t
m + p ( p - l )  = [k+ (p - l ) )p  t  r  . Now use  ( 3 . 5 )  t o  show
[ k + ( p - D ) p + r lT ~  Vr 1T
k+D-i k+p~2 ® B1k 1 1 © ©
1-0
v \  ® Ak+P 2 1 ® B1 
\ P
k  fe+p' 2
=  d f 9 ß  ® ©
k-~\-1 1,v \T ® /T  ®
k+p-2
= vm\T ® © 
l - k
. k - 1-7 7'
I' l y ® /  ® S
V t
=
where X i s  p r o j e c t i v e  by ( 2 . 1 0 ) .  T h e r e f o r e ,  by ( 3 . 6 ) ,
f  =  (V  L  ©  x f(v,m t p ( p - l ) 1T2
=  F L  © [V L  ® F I J  © X° m'G v m'G p 1GJ
- V © F © (F ® F 1 _ 0  X^ . m m y m p } G
Q
As X 7 i s  p r o j e c t i v e  by ( 2 . 1 0 )  t h e  on ly  n o n p r o j e c t i v e  summand o f
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^rn+pip-1) 1T 
shows
Q _
JJ is V . On the other hand a direct application of (3.6)
(V^ y: J G = VY) © v © (X ® VJmtp(p-l) 1 ~ m+p(p-1) m+p(p-1) '  ^m+pip-D'G p'G
so the only nonprojective indecomposable summand in another decomposition is
V , n s . The Krull-Schmidt Theorem now yields our claim.m-p(p-l) J
We conclude this chapter by showing that a detailed knowledge of the
V would provide much to the general representation theory of G and S .
(3.8). Let W be a nonprojective indecomposable FG-module. Then 
there exist unique integers m, n such that 1 < m < p(p-l) 3 0 < n < p-2
and W s V ® Dn .
Proof. First we establish the analogous claim for T in place of G . 
Let U be a nonprojective indecomposable FÜP-module. From (3.4) we see 
I i ithat U = J y 0  A ' ®  Er for some i, j , r with 1 < r < p . Noting that
(/I ®  2?)^  = rewrite this so that £/ = J 7' ®  ^   ^0  (/I ®  21 )7' where, by
reducing modulo p - 1 , we assume j - i to be nonnegative. By (3.5), U 
is isomorphic to the unique nonprojective indecomposable summand of 
(V, . ., ®  D l{j-z )p+r . It follows that there exist m, n in the given range,
such that U is isomorphic to the unique nonprojective indecomposable
direct summand of V ®  D m . Note that there are (p-1) choices ofT
U , and the same number of choices for m, n in the given range subject to 
the obvious restraint that p\m , and so the uniqueness is assured. We are 
now ready to proceed with the case of ^-modules.
n
Write W,j, = ©  Lb . Since ^ ©  X , where X is projective by
i
G C(3.6), and also (V^ .) =  0  Ul , it follows from (2.10) that exactly one
i
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U. , s ay  , i s  n o n p r o j e c t i v e . T h e r e f o r e ,  by t h e  K r u l l  Schmidt  Theorem W
Q
i s  i so m o r p h ic  t o  a d i r e c t  summand o f  U^  .
Vie have  n o t e d  t h a t  t h e r e  e x i s t  m, n , u n ique  i n  t h e  g iv e n  r a n g e  such
j it h a t V ® D m T
c o n t a i n s  a d i r e c t  summand i s o m o r p h ic  t o  U . T h e r e f o r e
V 0  Ö m T )
c o n t a i n s  a summand i s o m o r p h ic  t o  V ’ , which i n  t u r n  c o n t a i n s
a summand i s o m o r p h ic  t o  W . Use ( 3 . 6 )  t o  a rg u e  t h a t
G
\ Vm ®  ° n }
G r
V ®  Dn
■G r
© V ®  i f
'
l l  m ) T j l m T ■ l m T >
r — nV ® D ©
'
V ® Dn ® V © V ® Dnm\  J G l m P J G [ m T)
Now t h e  K r u l l  Schmidt  Theorem g i v e s  t h a t  e v e r y  n o n p r o j e c t i v e  in decom posab le
\G 
In ­
d i r e c t  summand o f V 0  D rn i s  i s o m o r p h ic  t o  V ® D  ^ and t h i s  a p p l i e s
—  YLt o  W . I f  some o t h e r  V ® D  ^ a l s o  had a d i r e c t  summand i so m o r p h ic  t o
W , upon r e s t r i c t i o n  t o  T we would c o n t r a d i c t  t h e  u n i q u e n e s s  o f  m, n 
r e l a t i v e  t o  U , and so  t h e  p r o o f  i s  c o m p l e t e .  □
For n o n p r o j e c t i v e  i ndec om posab le  F£-modules  t h e  s i t u a t i o n  i s  b e t t e r
s t i l l  as  we do n o t  have t o  t e n s o r  w i t h  a power o f  D .
( 3 . 9 ). L et W be a n o n p ro je c t iv e  indecomposable FS-rnodule. Then
th e re  e x i s t s  a unique p o s i t i v e  in t e g e r  m such th a t  1 < m < p ( p - l )  and
W 9* V L  . □rn S
Vie do n o t  p rove  t h i s  r e s u l t  as  t h e  p r o o f  f o l l o w s  ve ry  c l o s e l y  t h e
p r o o f  o f  ( 3 . 8 ) .
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CHAPTER 4
TWO IMPORTANT SUBMODULES
Let A/ be the set of singular matrices in M  and in each k d e n o t e
the annihilator of N by V* : this is clearly a submodule. In the
introduction we called a module singular if it is annihilated by N , and 
nonsingular otherwise; is the largest singular submodule of k^ .
Another submodule of importance is k^ FA/ . As XW  ^ is fixed by ,
we have that V FN is nonsingular. In fact V FN will turn out to be m m
minimal with respect to being nonsingular.
The observation that 6 V and (3.1) show that V* - 0 form m
m < p . The first thing vie prove in this chapter is = (x^y-xy^) k^ ^
when m > p+1 . The obvious question to ask then is what the (p+1)- 
dimensional quotients look like. We have not got enought guns to describe 
them fully in this chapter but in (4.2) we note that for m > p + 1 the 
k^/k* form a periodic sequence with period p - 1 . In (4.6) we note that
they are indecomposable with unique minimal submodules.
Although we do not know the structure of the k^/k^ we can make good
use of the isomorphisms between them to show in (4.3) that the k , with
2
m in any residue class modulo p [p -l] , form an arithmetic sequence.
We complete the chapter by showing that k F/ll is in fact - the
submodule of k generated by the (w-l)st powers y n  ^ (v € k^) and
thus has dimension at most p + 1 . In (4.6) we see that X [- k FA/] is
£ in ' m J
indecomposable with unique maximal submodule.
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(4.1).  For m > p + 1 the maximal singular submodule V* o f is
[xPy-xyP)v  , and i s  isomorphic  to  D <£> V K J J J m -p - l   ^ m -p - l
P r o o f .  Take t  = £ M . Us ing  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  p t h  power in g  i s  a:
endomorphism o f  t h e  F - a l g e b r a  V , we g e t :
(x^y-xyp ) 1 - (ax+by)p (cx+dy) - (ax+by)(cx+dy)p 
= [axp+byp)(cx+dy) - (ax+by) [cxp+cyp)
= ( d e t  t )  (x^y-xy^)  .
Thus D =  < xPy-xyP ) < k _ . I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  fx^V-xy^') V . i s  aJ p+2 \ J  J  J m -p-l
submodule o f  V* and i s  i s o m o r p h ic  t o  D ® Vm m -p - l
Next  we prove  t h a t  [xm \  x!n 2y , . . . ,  x ’1 P 1y^} u [ym i s  l i n e a r l y  
i n d e p e n d e n t  even modulo . T h i s  w i l l  com ple te  t h e  p r o o f  f o r  i t  shows
t h a t  V* c a n n o t  be l a r g e r  t h a n  i t s  submodule fx^y-xy^l  V , , which m b y j j ) m_p_i  >
a l r e a d y  h a s  cod im ens ion  p + 1 i n  V .
Le t  us suppose  t h a t  t h e r e  e x i s t  s c a l a r s  , n n o t  a l l  z e ro  such  t h a t
t h e  e l e m e n t  w , d e f i n e d  by
m - l - i  i  rn-1
w = I  a .x  y  + apy
i - 0
b e lo n g s  t o  V* . Tha t  i s ,  w i s  a n n i h i l a t e d  by a l l  o f  N , and i n  
m
p a r t i c u l a r  by t h e  e l e m e n t s  t  -  and t ( b )  -  , b £ F . Asb 0-
t  rn- 1 , t (  0) ..m-1w = a y ' and W = a^X , a_ = a = 0 . Suppose a i s  t h e  f i r s t  p 0 O p  n
nonze ro  c o e f f i c i e n t  i n  t h e  d e f i n i n g  e x p r e s s i o n  o f  VI and t a k e  b £ -F
. . t (b )  m-1 , i
0 = W = X 2. a c 'J
• U
^ = n
b t  0 . S ince
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we have
p - 1
a -  - Y a .b1' n 
n
As t h i s  h o l d s  f o r  each  c h o ic e  o f  b , we have
p - 1  p - 1  . p - 1
( p - l ) a  = -  I  E a b 1 n  = E
b = l  t = n + l t=?i+l
p - 1  •
a .  2, b't,
b=l
= 0
by ( 2 . 1 3 ) ,  and t h i s  c o n t r a d i c t i o n  c o m p le te s  t h e  p r o o f .  □
The p r e v i o u s  r e s u l t  i d e n t i f i e s  a submodule F* o f  F , o f  co-  r m m
d im e ns ion  p t  1 , on which on ly  t h e  a c t i o n  o f  G i s  r e l e v a n t .  H o p e f u l l y ,
i f  we can i d e n t i f y  t h e  q u o t i e n t  , t h e n  a l l  we have t o  do i s  f i n d  a
way o f  " s t i c k i n g  them t o g e t h e r " .  At t h i s  s t a g e  we c a n n o t  d e s c r i b e  t h e s e  
q u o t i e n t s  f u l l y  b u t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t  shows t h a t  t h e r e  a r e  n o t  t o o  many 
n o n i s o m o r p h ic  o n e s .
( 4 . 2 ) .  For m > 2p y w r ite  n - k + j ( p - l )  w ith  p t l  5 k < 2p . Then 
F ;/F* i s  isom orphic to  F^ /F^ •
P r o o f .  The s t a n d a r d  b a s i s  f o r  F^ i s  {x^ \  X' ^y ,  . . . ,  .
D e f ine  di : F, -»• F on t h e s e  b a s i s  v e c t o r s  by Y k  tn
i  k - i - 1 .X y  ^ =
xm-fc x<xf c - i - l  i f  < » i
\y
m ~  1 i f  i  = 0
and e x t e n d  t o q  by l i n e a r i t y . We n o t e  t h a t  f o r  e l e m e n t s U i n  t h e
s u b s e t  XF,
AC-1
o f  F, k we have UiJj = X "U and f o r  any V (: { a / - 1  |
we have  Vijj = T h e r e f o r e , s i n c e
f 7* = ( x ^ y -x y H  f7 < xf7 , , 
/ <  v j j j k-p-1  k- 1 ’
we have
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^  -(x V x / K '- V p - x  <- Vm ■
m-k,
We w i l l  e s t a b l i s h  ( 4 . 2 )  by p r o v i n g  t h a t  (ll ) ip -  (ilip) (: whenever
U ( f ,  . Th is  w i l l  show t h a t  li f o l l o w e d  by t h e  c a n o n i c a l  map p o f  V k m
o n to  Vjn/V* i s  an FM-homomorphism a n d ,  as  we n o t e d  above t h a t  V* i s  i n
t h e  k e r n e l  o f  ij/p , t h i s  map i n d u c e s  a homomorphism o f  i n t o  .
Th is  homomorphism i s  o n to  V /V* b e c a u s e ,  as  we saw i n  ( 4 . 1 ) ,  V / V* has   ^ m m  m m
b a s i s
( m - l , TI, m- 2 ... m-p p - l 1T7, m - l lT/, \+ V*, x y+v* , . . . ,  x b y L + f * ,  y ^ m J m m mj
and t h i s  b a s i s  i s  t h e  image u n d e r  i|/n o f
f k - 1 k - 2 k - p  p - 1 k - l i{x , x y ,  . . . ,  x LyL , x } .
A d im e n s io n  coun t  t h e n  shows t h a t  we have  an i som orph ism .  
tWe p rove  (u '} ip -  (inp) £ f  * u s i n g  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  as  t h e
a n n i h i l a t o r  o f  N , t h a t  i s ,  by showing t h a t  ( (ll )i|j-(Uijj) ] = 0  f o r  a l l
t ' i n  N . S inc e  \p i s  l i n e a r  i t  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  do t h i s  s e p a r a t e l y  f o r
k - 1
t h e  c a s e s  U £ Xk7 . and U = y k - 1
■/; I s  — 1
In  t h e  f i r s t  c a s e  U = XU w i t h  U f h  . W r i t e  U = XU + ay
_L J- /v“  -1-
where u~ € I/, , and a i F . I f  t '  i s  a n o n z e ro  e le m e n t  o f  N t h e n  
2 k - 1
dim 1^ 2 = 1  no = < V ) s a y ,  and f o r  any r  > 2 ,  ^ as
( x V ^ 1) 4 ' = ( f f  < vr - 1  > 
f o r  each  i  . T h e r e f o r e  l e t
t r t '  t t '  , i - 2  t t '  k - 2 rs.k' l  -x = b v ,  y = c*v, x = dv , u = ev , u = / v
t t '  t t '  t t '  ( 1 \ k - 1u = x u = ( d e ) v
We n o t e
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and on th e  o t h e r  hand
t t '
XU2+ay
k - l V
= [bf+ae  ^ ') V
Thus de = b f  + a J v ^ and s in c e  m - k mod p - 1  we have b f  + a J n ^ = de .
Now l e t  us s e e  how a c t s  on (u^)ij/ and on (u ^ ) ^  :
t 1
w h i le
XU +ezyk - l m-kX x u 2 +ay m- 1 /v/n-Zc+l,. m -lv , m-1= /+a<? Jv
r 7 ^m-kX XU
t t ' jn-k+1 m-1 j m-1 = a  e v  = d ev
The l a s t  e q u a t i o n  o f  t h e  p r e v io u s  p a ra g r a p h  now shows t h a t  
, t\  , \ t '  (, , v h  t '( (u ) ij/) = ( ( Uijj) ') as c la im e d .
^_1 t  k
In  th e  se co n d  c a se  U = y  and a g a in  we w r i t e  u = XU2 + ay  " . In
a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  n o t a t i o n  above v/e need  y '  = gV s a y .  T h is  t im e
utc  = ( / - y c  = / - V 1
and
t t ’ XU2+ay = [bftaak 1 j v',; 1
y i e l d  t h a t  b f  + a c 71 ^ ~ gm^ . Now a p p ly  t '  t o  ( u( ) i|j and (ut|i)
a ^ ' f [ k )
> t '
m - k  m - 1xu +ay
U  1 J
<J>
•
X XU? +ay = {bm- k+1f+acm- 1)vm
-- [bf+acm~bvm_1
( M V  = [ A tV- /'b"1-1 ,
and so  a g a in  = ( ( Uij/)  ^ a s  c la im e d .  T h is  co m p le te s  t h e  p r o o f
o f  ( 4 . 2 ) .  □
2
The f o l lo w in g  r e s u l t  t e l l s  us t h a t  a  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  f i r s t  p[p - l )
t \  t '
o f  t h e  V \„ i s  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  d e s c r i b e  them a l l .  An i n t e r e s t i n g  o b s e r v a t i o n  rn' G
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i s  t h a t  t h i s  r e s u l t  can be d e r i v e d  w h i l e  knowing t h e  s t r u c t u r e  o f  t h e  f i r s t  
p o f  t h e  V^\ß o n l y .  A t i g h t e r  r e s u l t  i s  o b t a i n e d  i n  C h a p t e r  6 b u t  t h e r e  we
know, and u s e ,  much a bou t  t h e  s t r u c t u r e  o f  t h e  V i_ .m IG
(4.3).  For each p o s i t i v e  i n t e g e r  m th ere  i s  an FG-module P > 
depending only on the r e s idu e  c l a s s  o f  m modulo p -  1 such th a t
2
m+p[p - l )
= V I © P m'G rn
P r o o f .  By p ( p - l )  a p p l i c a t i o n s  o f  ( 4 . 1 ) ,  o r  d i r e c t l y ,  we o b s e rv e  
t h a t  (x^V“ XV^V; P i s  an i n j e c t i v e  submodule of  V n
i so m o r p h ic  t o  V . By t h e  K r u l l - S c h m i d t  Theorem i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  
rn
V o =  V ® P f o r  some FG-module P . As we know from ( 3 . 7 )  t h a t  
' M p - 1) m m
V =  V 0 , t h i s  means t h a t  V 0
m m>p{p2-l) m+pip2- ! )
=  V „ © P . I t  r em a in s  t o  m'G m
show t h a t  P , =  P f o r  a l l  m . rrV-p-1 m
F i r s t  we e s t a b l i s h  t h a t  a t  l e a s t  r e s t r i c t i o n s  t o  T behave  i n  t h e
r e q u i r e d  manner ,  t h a t  i s ,  P , - I _ =  P I _ . Us ing  ( 3 . 5 )  and p u t t i n gm+p-l'T rn T
m = kp + r  we have
= V
m+p[p - 1) T (p - 1 +k)p+r
2 -i 17 p +k-2
= V \ <8 BP © ©
r T
V I © AP 2+fe+1^ Z © Bl 
p T
Jc „  P +f 2S  V ,,, © B © ©
T l  1=0
V L ®  Ak+1~ l 1 ©
P i
a f t e r  r e d u c i n g  e x p o n e n t s  modulo p -  1 . Also we have
, k-1
vJ t ^ V t ®b ® ®0 V L  0  Ak+1^ 1 1 ® b lp 'T
SO
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m+(p2- l ) p m' T
^ Vm'T
p 2-2+P
) ©
l=k l
rP-2 (
© © VoII
t, I ~ . k + r - l - 1  „  nZ- 
Fp IT ®  ^ 0 5
lk+r - l - l  0  /
© (P+1)
Now, w r i t i n g  m + p -  1 = (/<+l)p + O ’- l )  o r  ftp t  p -  1 d e pe nd ing  on 
w h e t h e r  r  > 1 o r  r  -  0 r e s p e c t i v e l y  we s e e  t h a t
^  1/
m+p-l+[p2- l ) p  T nr+^  1 ^
fP"2
©
£=0 d p 1? ® 4
© ( p t l )
and t h u s  P ~  P
m+p-1 T ~  m T as  c l a i m e d .
I t  w i l l  now be s u f f i c i e n t  t o  e s t a b l i s h  t h a t  P 0 V L = P 0 Vm+p-1 p ' G p ' G
b e c a u s e
« pm+Pj /  =  (pj /  =  p, „ © pffl® © c
by t h e  p r e v i o u s  p a r a g r a p h  and ( 3 . 6 )  w h i l e  ( 3 . 6 )  g i v e s  d i r e c t l y
» Pm+p - l ) 2']6' S P ™ t p - l ® P' « t p - l 0 , / p lG 
and so  t h e  K r u l l - S c h in i d t  Theorem w i l l  f i n i s h  t h e  p r o o f .
By r e p e a t e d  use  o f  ( 4 . 1 ) ,  o r  d i r e c t l y ,  we o b s e r v e  t h a t  t h e  submodules
U. o f  V 0
m+p{p -1)
d e f i n e d  by
U. - (xpy-xyp)p(p"l ) "i
form a c h a in  such t h a t  uA g = V andO' rn'G
Vm+iip+1) ’ t  ° ’ 1 ’ * * * ’ P(P_1)
ui / u i - l  s  f lP (p_1) ' £® K h (p , d / v^ u p ,  1 ) )  •
Here t h e  isomorph ism t y p e  o f  U^/U^ ^ depends  on ly  on i  and t h e  r e s i d u e
c l a s s  o f  m modulo p -  1 . I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  t h e  ( u . ® V 1 _ form a c h a i nf  ^ ^ p J G
o f  i n j e c t i v e  submodules  o f  (v 0 ® V )_  and t h u s
m+p(p2- l )  p G
P(P~1)
{V . ,  . © v„)n s  p 0 ® v )a © © {{U./U. )^ ®
L i - 1  *m+p{p^~ l )  ^  ^
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On the other hand, [U^ 0  V ) ^  = [V^ 0  ^ and
[V
m+p[p^~l) ^ ^© O «  = (VJ C © p0  ® yP ß
S[/n ® 7 L © P  ® K L  .0 p 1G m p'G
The Krull Schmidt Theorem yields that
p(p-l)p © v L s © [{J © 1 „ .m p'G ^ v ^ t pJ G
As observed above, the right hand side depends only on the residue class of
m modulo p - 1 and so P 0 7 L  ^  P , ® 7 I _ follows as required. □ ^ m p'G m+p-1 •p'G
We turn our attention to the V FN . Define X as the span of them rn
Ofl-l)st powers of the elements of V  ^ . As each element of V is a 
scalar multiple of one of
X, y, x+y, 2x+y, (p-l)xty ,
we see that X is spanned by m
xw 1 , ym 1 , Cx+y)m 1, (2x+y)m L, ((p-Dx+y)
so X has dimension at most p + 1 . We also note that, m r
(3.1), X - V when m < p . m m  ~ r
(4.4). y P/V = * .x ’ m m
Proof* each v € b0 there exists a t t N such
Therefore
m-1
on account of
that tX = V .
m-1 ( t\m-1 f m-l\tJ = [x J = (x J € K FN m
that is, X < V FN .m m
On the other hand, if t is a nonzero element of N then is
is is isone dimensional, say V^ = ( v) * Then x = av , y = i?V for some
a, b £ F and
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( i i.m-l-ixtm-l . __[x y J - a b  v i Xm-1
Thus V FN < X □m  m
Let X* be the largest singular submodule of X , so X* - X n V* . m  t o o  m  m  rn rn
As X = V FN , the quotient V /X is singular. Our next result will show m  rn rn rn
that X /X* is irreducible; thus a composition series of V through X* m m  * m b m
and X has only one nonsingular composition factor (namely X^ /X*^  itself) .
By the Jordan-Holder Theorem, it follows that each composition series of V
has precisely one nonsingular composition factor.
(4.5). For m > p+l write m = r(p-l) + k with 2 < k < p . Then 
Xm/X*n ^s 'i'somorpfo'i'° to (which is irreducible by (3.1)). In particular>
each composition series of V^  has precisely one nonsingular composition
factor.
Proof. Let X be an F-space of dimension p + 1 with basis
, X, , ..., X . Define for n = 2, k. rn the F linear map p of X 0 1 p n
onto X by n
X_p = X 0
n-1
XiPn ~ ^ x+^
n-1 for i - 1,2, ...,p.
Observe that
XiQn = (Xfp2 ^  1 f°r 1 = °’ 19 2’ •••’ P 
and that every nonzero element of V^  (= X^ j is of the form a[XjQ^ ] with
with unique a from F and j from {0, 1, ..., p} . Using this latter 
fact, we may define an M-action on X by putting, for each t in M ,
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i f  ( x i P 2 )  = 0
k - 1 ,  • r- r > t
a Xj p2 l f  = aX.'po •J  2
T h is  makes X i n t o  an FM-module. 
Now
t
N X i P 2 }  J * P i p 2 ^
k- 1 r f, >~ i 1 Ac— 1 r ■n/c- i
K ^ J ]  = a  Xj P2
and
k- 1 a x 
l C)
k-Xr \ k- 1 rv/ \ k - 1
Pz, = « lX.-P7J  = a lX.-PoJj "  fc' J 2'
show t h a t  p. i s  an FA/-homomorphism. The same c a l c u l a t i o n  a l s o  works w i th  K
i n  p l a c e  o f  p^ and as  m = k mod p - 1  , m > 1 , k > 1 e n s u re
o '  ^ = a 1 ^ we c o n c lu d e  t h a t  p^ i s  a l s o  an FA/-homomorphism.
Next we e s t a b l i s h  t h a t  fk e r  p7 ] p < X* . To t h i s  end we need  t o  show ^ kJ m m
t h a t
( !W = o
b . x . p* = 0
im p l ie s
r r  p  i} fc.x.
L U = b  ^ v
= 0
f o r  a l l  n o n z e ro  t  i n  N . Given such  a £ , as  i s  one d i m e n s io n a l ,
( x .p 0) = a . (x .p ) w i th  t h e  same j  f o r  a l l  i  [w ith  a.  -  0 t h i s
V  Z "Z, J  Z t
e x p r e s s io n  can a l s o  c o v e r  th e  c a se  (x .p )  ^ = 0 ] .  Thus
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y b .x .p^ t  ms = T b i \ p 2)
m- 1
rn-1
i rn-1 r > m-1= X f c . a .  ( x . p 2)
On the other hand, by a similar calculation we have
' t  r
' i ~ i y k0 = 0
t l b . a h ' 1 (x .pj
^  ^ ^ J  ^ j  2J
k - 1
Y  b ~  ü * Again m -  k mod p -1 , rn > 1 , k > 1 guarantee that
m- 1 fc-1W X « . - X  V  7 W - lz. = a. for all a. , so ) b  . a . = 0  and
t  t  t  ^  t  t
required.
y & .x .p r * * m )
Mow d e f i n e  an i som orph ism  o f  o n to  X /X^ by c h o o s in g  t o  each
U € an i n v e r s e  image X i n  X u n d e r  and t h e n  mapping U t o
Xp + X* . S in c e  f k e r  p, ) p < X* t h i s  map o f  V1 i s  w e l l  d e f i n e d ,  and as  m m  v kJ m m k
i t  i s  d e f i n e d  i n  t e rm s  o f  FM-homomorphisms i t  i s  an FM-homomorphism. As
was o n t o ,  t h i s  map i s  o n t o ,  and as  V^  i s  i r r e d u c i b l e  t h i s  map must  be
an i som orph ism  u n l e s s  X / X* = 0 . Of c o u r s e  X 1 ^ £ X and 1 rn m m
rtn l j  £ _ 1 f o r  £ = (n n)  ^ N shows Xm ^ X* so  t h e  l a s t  p r o v i s o\ j kq r m
does n o t  a p p ly  and t h e  p r o o f  i s  c o m p l e t e .  □
As we m en t ione d  a f t e r  t h e  p r o o f  o f  ( 4 . 4 ) ,  each  V has  a un ique
n o n s i n g u l a r  c o m p o s i t i o n  f a c t o r .  We use  t h i s  f a c t  i n  p r o v i n g  t h e  f i n a l  
r e s u l t  i n  t h i s  c h a p t e r .
( 4 . 6 ) .  For any i n t e g e r  m > 1 , X^ and are indecom posable;
in  fa c t  X has a unique maximal submodule namelu X* and V / V* has a m 1 J m rn m
unique minimal submodule namely [X +V*)/V* . 1 J v. rn n o  rn
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Proof. To show by a contradiction argument that is the unique
maximal submodule of X suppose that there exists a maximal submodule U
m
in X such that U X* . Then U + X* = X sor m m m
X*/X*nU 9* (X*+U)/X* 9* Z /X* rn m y m J m rn m
so that X* has a nonsingular factor module. This is clearly impossible as 
X* is singular by definition.
To establish the second claim, suppose is an irreducible
submodule of V /V * other than X . Then WN <  V FN = X by (4.4)m m  m m m m m J
so WN < W n X < V* and therefore (WN)N < V*N = 0 . It is easy to seem m m
2
(see note below) that N = N and therefore W < contrary to assumption
and hence we conclude that [X +F*j/V* is the unique minimal submodule ofv rn nr m 1
V /V* . □m m
NOTE. There exist idempotents e. ( IV such that N - U e .N and so
1/ • Is
N 2 = U e.N2 > U e.e.N = U e .N = N ..  ^ i  ^ ^ ^  ^ ^
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CHAPTER 5
THE EXACT SEQUENCES AND SOME IMMEDIATE COROLLARIES
As mentioned in the introduction, this thesis depends heavily on the 
use of some exact sequences involving tensor products of the V . We begin
this chapter by describing those exact sequences and then go on to derive 
properties of the V that will be useful for the last two chapters. Many
of these results are technical in nature and we won't provide a summary of 
them here. At the end of the chapter we describe and for
1 < k 5 p-1 . These modules provide us with enough information to describe 
the principal indecomposable F£-modules but we postpone that to the 
following chapter where we consider the FG-structure of the V .
It is in this chapter, from (5.7) onwards, that the restriction p > 2 
becomes necessary: it will be in force throughout, without further notice.
(5.1). For all m, n > 1 there is an exact sequence
0 cp
0 -> 7 ®  V ®  D — v 0  V -JhIU V a- 0 .m n m+1 n+1 m+n+1
NOTE. Often, because we know the domain or codomain of 0 , cpm,n m,n
we can drop the suffixes from these maps and denoting them by 0, cp
respectively will cause no confusion.
Proof of (5.1). Define cp on a basis for V , ®  V by  ^ m,n m+1 n+1
(U ®  v)ip = UV as U and V run through bases of and
respectively, and extend to 7 ^ ®  by linearity. Note that
(ü ®  V )cp = UV for all U £ 7 ^ , V  ^ ’ not onlY bor the basis
elements used in the definition and that:
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[(U ®  V)(p]* = (UV)'"
= (u* 0  v/;)cp 
= [(u ® v / jcp
so by linearity cp is an FA/-homomorphism. Noting that
( i m-i _ j n-j\ i+j m+n-i-j (x y ®  x y ^Jcp = x ,Jy d
and
{(i+j, m+n-i-j) \ 0 < i < m, 0 < j < n) - {(/c, m+n-k) | 0 5 k < w+n}
we see that cp maps onto V .m,n n+m+1
Next define 0 on a basis for F ®  7 ®  D by
(u ®  v ®  w)0^ w = (ux ®  vy) - (uy ®  vx)
where U and V run through bases of F^ and V respectively and W
is a basis element of D . Extend to F ®  F ®  D by linearity. As in them n
case of cp we note that
(u ® v ® w)0 = (ux ® vy) - (uy ® vx)
holds not only for the basis elements but also for every U £ F^ , V £ F ,
W € D , and that for 
[(U ®  V ®  W)0]'x = [(ux 0  vy) - (uy ®  vx)]^
[ul(ax+by) ®  v^(cx+Jy)] - [uL(cx+dy) 0  v ^ a x + F y ) ]  
(ufcx 0  \/ty)(ad-bc) + (u^y ®  vtx)(bc-da)
(det t). [(u*x 0  v*y) - (u^y 0  v*x)]
(det t ) . (u* ®  v-t ®  w) 0 
[( u ®  v ®  w) *] 0 .
Thus 0 is an FA/-homomorphisin which we now check to be an isomorphism into
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V , ® V , by showing k e r  0 = 0 .  m+1 n+1
C o n s i d e r  t h e  u s u a l  b a s i s  {x™ \  xm " y , yW o f  V and any
b a s i s  {W} o f  D . Every e le m e n t  o f  ® V ® D can be e x p r e s s e d  i n  
"normal  form" as
rn . .V- m-v ^ - l  _ „> x y ® v . ® w
i = l  ^
w i th  u n i q u e l y  d e t e r m i n e d  e l e m e n t s  V^, . . . ,  o f  V . Take an a r b i t r a r y
e lem en t  o f  k e r  0 i n  t h i s  form so
m
1
i = 1
m-i i - l  „x y x ® v Xra v xy ® v i x = o .
C o l l e c t  t e rm s  o f  t h e  l e f t  hand  s i d e  t o  g e t  t h a t
xm ® v y
l
yM ® v xm + y  x " y ® (vi + 1y - vi x) = 0 •i - 1
The l e f t  hand s i d e  i s  now i n  a s i m i l a r  "norm al  form" f o r  e l e m e n t s
V , ® V . and we must  have V V = 0 , V X = 0 and V. y  -  V.X = 0 m+1 n+1 1 m z+1 z
f o r  i  -  1 ,  . . . ,  m-1 . As t h e  a l g e b r a  V has  no z e ro  d i v i s o r s ,  t h e  f i r s t
o f  t h e s e  r e l a t i o n s  y i e l d s  V = 0 , h ence  t h e  t h i r d  g i v e s  = 0 ;
t h e r e f o r e  t h e  n e x t  g i v e s  V _ = 0 and so  on u n t i l  v = 0 . Th is  shows t h a t3 m
t h e  a r b i t r a r y  e l e m e n t  o f  k e r  0 t h a t  we s t a r t e d  w i t h  was i n  f a c t  0 .
A check  on d i m e n s i o n s ,  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  t h e  obv io u s  f a c t  t h a t  0<p = 0 , 
c om p le te s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  ( 5 . 1 ) .  □
I t  can be shown t h a t  f o r  m + n < p + 1 t h a t  t h e  above seq u en c e s  
s p l i t .  We do n o t  need  t h a t  r e s u l t  a s  such  b u t  i n s t e a d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g .
( 5 . 2 ) .  I f  p\m then  0  V2 ^  ® d) © .
P r o o f .  The c a se  m -  1 i s  c o v e re d  by t h e  c o n v e n t i o n  = 0 so  t a k e  
m > 1 . From ( 5 . 1 )  we have t h e  e x a c t  s equence
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0 + F , ®  D + F ®  F0 F n 0m-l m 2 m+1
where cp simply forgets the tensor sign. If we can find a
cp : F^+  ^ F^ ®  F^ such that cpcp is the identity automorphism Lm+j_ °f
F ^ then the sequence will split as claimed. We define
5 : F V ®  F by settingm m+1 m 2 J
l m - l l - l  m-l _ I m— l—l ~ \x y 6 = l[x y ® xj t (m-Z)(x y ® yj
(for m - l  let u6^ = 1 ®  u ) and extend to F  ^ by linearity. We note
that 6 cp , , = me , . Therefore, if we can show that 6 is an mm- 1,1 m+1 m
FA/-homomorphism then we can set cp = —• 6 whenever p'fm to get the desired
result.
We can see that 6 defined above is closely related to differentiation 
in that for a polynomial f € = (/*x ®  x) + C/y ®  y) where
/ , / denote the partial derivatives. It is likely in fact that thisx y
differentiation approach has been used to prove results similar to (5.2) in 
the classical setting over the field of real numbers. While acknowledging 
its inspiration, we do not appeal to the authority of calculus but prefer to 
adopt a barefisted approach in proving (5.2).
As 6 is linear, it is sufficient to establish (w^)S = (wö)^ for all
t in M and all monomials W in F , . We shall do this by induction onm+1
m , exploiting a version of the "product rule" which we deal with first. To
this end let U 6 V. , , V 6 F . .  We shall show that^+l m-'i+l
(U ® = (U ® ^  + (v ® u5i^ ®
always holds. The suffixes in the maps have been retained in this formula
against a tempting misinterpretation: (u ®  v6 .) (cp. . ®
U l-Z  L' ^TTl“~'I* —• _L /-
to warn
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does n o t  s t a n d  f o r  th e  m e a n in g le s s  U<p. © vö . b u t  f o rv b 1 m-v
[lIV ® x] + (lIV ® y] w i th  V , V i n  V d e f in e d  by
CC I'J CC y  Is
V6 . = V ® X  + V ® y , and th e  se co n d  summand o f  t h e  r i g h t  hand s i d e  t o/??“" X' be y
be r e a d  s i m i l a r l y .  I t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  t h e  maps (p. . ® i  and'b 3 1 b z
cp . . ® c a re  FM- hoinomorphisms. As a l l  maps in v o lv e d  a r e  l i n e a r ,  wetn— b 2 b ““ -L z
need o n ly  p ro v e  t h i s  " r u l e ” f o r  t h e  c a se  u and v a r e  m onom ials ,  say  f o r
j  i - j  k m - i - k  £ . v j . j  . r k+j m - k - j \  ~U = X y , V = X y . I h e  l e f t  hand s i d e  i s  [x y J6 o r
U + j )  ^ k +J- i y m-kj& x ) + (.(xfc+JV J ' 1 0  y)
and th e  r i g h t  hand s i d e  i s
a x V - V ' - ®  x)+  ® y ) ]
+ ® x ) t (  ® y ) ]
from which we c o n c lu d e  th e  two s i d e s  a r e  e q u a l .
how t o  t h e  p r o o f ,  by i n d u c t i o n  on rn , t h a t  (v/") 6^ = (wö^) ^ f o r  a l l
W in  1/ and a l l  t  i n  M . The i n i t i a l  c a se  o f  m = 1 , w i th  m+1
6^ : W I—*■ 1 @ W , i s  t r i v i a l .  F o r  m > 1 we have a l r e a d y  n o te d  t h a t  we on ly
need d e a l  w i th  monomials W . In  f a c t  v/e on ly  assume t h a t  W i s  in  th e  
image o f  some cp , sa y  W = (u ® v)cp. . . The i n d u c t i v e  h y p o t h e s i s'b 5 //7““ 'b
e n s u re s  t h a t  6 .  and 6^  ^ a r e  FAf-homomorphisms so  a l l  maps on th e  r i g h t  
hand s i d e  o f  t h e  r e l e v a n t  c a se  o f  t h e  " p ro d u c t  r u l e "  a r e  FAf-homomorphisms:
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v* ® u\  K® q )
(w^) 6 = [ ( u  ®  v)(p.  .1^6 ^ } m L H  ,777-t-1 m
= fu* ©  v % .  .6
v t  ,777-^ m
f ® V\,-J  K,m-i ® ^  +
= “* ® ( ' 'V i ) * ]  K ,m - i  ® ^  + (V* ® K ^ )  K -i,i  ® ^
= [ ( U ®  v6m_ . )  ®  c 2) + (v ®  U5 . )  (V . 5 . ®  t 2 ) ] ‘
= (w6 f  . □
v nr
The p r o o f  o f  t h e  n e x t  r e s u l t  i n t r o d u c e s  y e t  a n o th e r  s e t  o f  homomorphisms 
a n d ,  as  we w i l l  soon s e e ,  t h e r e  i s  an i n t e r e s t i n g  l i n k  be tw een  t h e s e  and th e
6 in t r o d u c e d  in  th e  l a s t  r e s u l t .
777
( 5 . 3 ) . V © V =  V f o r  a l l  m
777 " p mp •
P r o o f . F i r s t  n o te  t h a t  U3 =
777
d e f i n e s  an FM- iso m o rp h ism  o f V777+1
i n t o  VTTTp+l
[as (aU+v)^ = aU^ + and ( © p = [uP) ^ f o r  a l l  a * F ,
u , V 6 1/ , t  ( M ] .  The s u f f i x  o f  3 i s u s u a l l y o m i t t e d .  We n o te t h a t
3 6 = 0 777 mp
h o ld s  t r i v i a l l y ;  t h i s  w i l l be used  in th e  p r o o f  o f  ( 5 . 7 ) . In
f a c t  i t  i s  n o t  h a rd  t o  s e e  t h a t  0 F
777+1
3 6m Tr mp rr ^  „
-----► V , ---- *->■ V ® i s
7 7 7 p + 1 mp 2
e x a c t  b u t  we s h a l l  n e v e r  use  t h a t .
The i n i t i a l  c a se  o f  m = 1 i s  t r i v i a l .  F o r  m > 1 i t  i s  c o n v e n ie n t  
t o  r e p l a c e  m by 777 + 1 . We have t h e  se q u en ce  o f  homomorphisms
3 © l cp .
V . , © V ----------^  © V — ■1- > y
777+I 777P+1 p ( 777+l)p
. l . m - l i  D - l - iand f o r  X y € V , , X ^  ( y ,777+ 1 ~
(x V '-Z ® x V 1^ )  (3„, ® c ) „  - 0 mp ,  7 7 7 -1
Z-p+7* ( 777-  Z-)p+p-T--1 
-  a  y
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Since
{pl+i  I O S l < m ,  o s i s  p - l }  = {n 
K ® Lp ^ m p , m - 1 i s  c l e a r l y  o n t o  % + 1 ) p ,
K(m+1) 0  Vp ~  % + l ) p  ■ °
I 0 5 n 5 ( w + l ) p - l )  , 
so  t h a t ,  by a d im ens ion  c o u n t ,
( 5 . 4 )  ( C o r o l l a r y ) .  I f  p\m and p i s  any power o f  p j  we have
v® V J. s  [v , ®d) ® v . 
mp (m - l )p  (m+l)p
P r o o f .  The p r o o f  i s  immedia te  u s i n g  ( 5 . 2 )  and ( 5 . 3 ) .  □
P r o v id e d  p\m  , ( 5 . 2 )  g i v e s  us a good method o f  e x p l o r i n g  V ^ once
V and V . a r e  known. The p r o o f  o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t  shows t h a t  m m -1
( 5 . 2 )  i s  i n d e e d  a v e ry  p o w e r f u l  t o o l .
( 5 . 5 )  . L e t  1 < m < n < p . I f  m + n < p t  1 then
(a) V ® V Q* V . © [V 1 0  V , 0  D]in n rntn-1 K m- 1 n-1  J
m- 1 
=  © 
i =0 m+n-l-2z
w h i le  i f  p < m+n < 2p t /ien
rw vrm ® a  (r p) © 7 0 7 0 P ^ p -n  p-m
“ W » - p> ® P ®‘‘  ^ (p -n )  + (p-n i) -±-2 i  ® ^
m+n-p+i
[ in  i n t e r p r e t i n g  t h e s e  fo rm u la s  a t  c e r t a i n  e x t r e m e s  we use  t h e  u s u a l
c o n v e n t i o n s  t h a t  b o th  and t h e  sum o f  an empty s e t  o f  summands a r e  0
P r o o f .  For  a p r o o f  o f  ( a )  by i n d u c t i o n  on m , n o t e  t h a t  ( a )  i s  a
t a u t o l o g y when m = 1 and i t i s  v a l i d  by ( 5 . 2 )  when 777 = 2 , f o r  a l l
r e l e v a n t v a l u e s o f n . Le t 2 < m' < p and s uppose (a )  h o l d s  f o r  a l l
r e l e v a n t v a l u e s o f n whenever  m < mr . For  t h e  i n d u c t i v e  s t e p  o f  t h e
p r o o f  we need  t o  deduce  t h a t  ( a )  i s  v a lu d  when m = m’ t  1 and n i s  in  
t h e  r ange  m' + 1 < n < ( p t l )  -  ( m '+ l )  . To t h i s  end n o t e  t h a t
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by the inductive hypothesis and so, by two applications of (5.2) [the first 
of which is possible because (m'+l)+n-l < p ] , we get
by the inductive hypothesis. Comparing these two expressions of
®  V , ®  F and using the Krull Schmidt Theorem we conclude that the 2 nr n
first half of (a) holds at m - m ’ t 1 . As the second half is an obvious 
consequence, this completes the inductive step and with it the proof of (a).
As the second half of (b) follows immediately from (a) and the first 
half, we need only prove the first part. This will also be done by 
induction on m . For the initial step note that when m = 1 (and so 
n > p-1 ) we have a tautology, and when m - 2 so n is p - 2 or p - 1 
or p , we have a tautology, a direct application of (5.2), or a direct- 
application of (5.3). For the inductive step let 2 < m ’ < p and suppose 
(b) holds for all relevant n provided m 'S m r . We have to deduce that 
(b) holds at m - m' + 1 for all n satisfying m ’ + 1 < n 5 p and 
p < (m’+1) + n < 2p . When (m'tl) + n - p and m - m 1 + 1 , the first 
half of (b) is a tautology. In the case (rn’+1) + n = p + 1 , part (a) is 
applicable and the expression of V , ®  V obtained there is, in „this.
©  V , „ ®  V , 0  D2 . m-2 7i-l
On the other hand by (5.2),
= (y (4., ® v ) © 4 ^m +1 nJ K tm ’tn-2 ® c ) ©  V ,. ®  V © Ü 2 J m-2 n-1
special, case, just what is claimed in (b). Therefore we may assume 
p + 1 < (m'+l) t n . We exploit this immediately, for now m' t n > p + 1 
with n in the relevant range so we will be able to apply the inductive
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hypothesis. That is:
V- ® V , ® V = V. ® \V , . , ©2 m' w 2 1 pim'+n-pj V ®  [/ , ®  Pp-n p-m’
~ V^p(m’+l+n-p)® Vp(.m'-l+n-p) ®  ^
k 8 r , , ® Dm'+n-Pp-n p-m'+1 V ® V , , ^  ®  D [ p-n p-(m'tl) m '+l+n-p
by (5.2) and (5.4). On the other hand, n is in the relevant range for
(b) even with m = m' - 1 , so by (5.2),
2 m' n
s (V-i® ®^ n
= 4ra,tl ® Vn)© (^-1 ® 4, ®
^  (y . n ® 7 ) © (7 , , . * ® d ) © \v ® v  , n ® j f ,+n~Py m ’+l nJ K p\m -1+n-p) J [ p-n p-m'+l
by the inductive hypothesis. Comparing these decompositions of
V_ ®  V , ®  V , the Krull Schmidt Theorem yields (b) with m = m' + 1 .2 m / n  J
This completes the inductive step. □
In Chapter 6, the following paraphrase of (5.5) will be more
convenient.
(5.5* ). Let m 9 n 6 {l, 2, ..., p} . The largest projective direct
summand of V ©  V is 0 when m + n < p and V , N otherwise.J m n L p(mm-p) J
while the direct complement is always completely reducible and has the
explicit form
min{m 9n}
i= 0
V , ® Dtn+n- l-2i i
p- 1-max[m ,n}@ V. 
i-0 2p-m-n-L-2i
according to whether m + n < p or m + n > p .
jjn+n-p+i
An easy corollary of (5.5) that we will find useful in Chapter 6 is:
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(5.6). If 1 < t < j - p 3 then
v. ® V <* [ v . ^  0  © V . . ®  D I J-i
i-1
Proof. This is tautology if i - j or i = 1 so suppose 1 < i < j . 
If £ + j -  l < p  + l we have from (5.5) (a) that
and
Vi ® V l  S H  V./-2-21 ® u
Vi- 1 ®  ‘i- S ©„ ®  0
so our claim follows. If i + j - l > p  + l then from (5.5) (b'), 
7 . 0 7 .  = 7 , . . , ©  P® V , .... _ o7 0 ^ j-1 pU+j-l-p) p(p-j+1)+(p-t)-1-2Z
l+i+j-p-1
and
P-J-l
7. _ 0 7. S* 7 , . . . , © © 7, ... . . O70Z)t-1 J pU+j-l-p) £_0 (p-j)+(P“^-l)“l“2i
and again our result follows. □
In (3.1) we saw that the first p of the 7 are irreducible. We arer m
now in a position to be able to describe the next p - 1 of them. These 
particular modules will prove to be very useful in later results. Also in 
l^2p-± we see> for fhe first time, a 7^ which is indecomposable whereas
V \„ is not. 
m 1 G
From now on, p > 2 .
(5.7). For r £ {l, 2, ..., p-l} j 7  ^ is indecomposable [and in
fact for r £ (l, 2, ..., p-2) 7 ^ t s  indecomposable) with
cp7 = a7 ^ (7 n 0 P) © 7 ,Y p+r p+r v r-i J r+i
V /oV = 7 0  D .p+r p+r p-r
cmc?
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Proof. In view of (2.1) the claim that (pV = oV follows fromp+r p-*r
the rest of the assertion: we shall not refer to cpK again in thisp+ r
proof. By (5.3), V^ = V and by (5.1) we have the exact sequence
0 -* 7 n ®  D  +  Vn ®  7 -> V 0 .p -1 2 p ptl
Thus V. contains a submodule U with f/, = V ®  D and2 p 1 1  p-1
V 2p ^ ±  — V i . By (3.3), ^2p ^  Pro"Jec't:ive anc^  thus either a principal
indecomposable or the direct sum of two principal indecomposables each of 
dimension p . The latter possibility is ruled out by (2.6) and the 
presence of the irreducible U of dimension p - 1 . (It is in this last
sentence that p > 2 is exploited for the first time.)
Recalling the definition of ß^ from the proof of (5.3) we next note
that ( xP, /  ) is a submodule of V  ^ and ( X^ ;, y^  ) = V^ßj “ ^2 * ^ 1US 
7. has a submodule U with £//£/ = . Therefore, by (2.6), V I ,2p ± 2 2p ir
and thus > must be uniserial with U  ^ and U being the only proper
nonzero submodules.* Also by (2.6) we know that (y /i/)^  = l ®  p and
so P , is uniserial with oV =  V and [v /oV 1 _ = [v ®  d) n . p+1 p+1 2 v p+1 p + lJ G K p-1 '6
In the proof of (5.2) we showed that the map 6 : V , -*■ V ®  V„ definedK 1 p p+1 p 2
by
x V ; <^5 = (ix^ xy^ ^ 0  x) + ( ( p - i ) x y   ^ 1 0  y)
is a homomorphism and we noted in the proof of (5.3) that (3 6 = 0 . As1 p
6 is clearly nonzero, it follows that ker 6 = R„ß, and so V 6 isp J p 2 1  p+1 p
irreducible. Thus V , /of = f ® Z) £ind (5.7) holds for = 1 .p+1 p+1 p-1
It follows that = U : a fact we do not need here but will need in2 P
the proof of (5.9).
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For r > 1 we first identify two submodules of ^p+ r > first being
X as defined in (4.4). In (5.1) we defined cp : 7 , 0  7 , 7p+r ym,n m+1 n+1 m+n+1
to be the map which "forgets the tensor signs". We note that as ^p+J>+p is
generated by the with U € 7  and as = (ll^ +2 ^ ®  U ) cp
with U^+r 1 € X , clearly X < (^  ®  7 )cp .p+r p+r+1 v p+r 2; p+r-1,1
p+r-1,1 
Above we
established that X , = 7„ . Let us use this as the initial step in ap+1 2 1
proof, by induction on r , for the claim that ^n+>) — 7^ wheneverp + r
r € (1, 2, ..., p-l) . Indeed, if *p+^ = ^ +1 and r < p-1 then Xp+r+1 
is a submodule of a homomorphic image of 7 ®  7 which, by (5.2) is just
(7^ ®  D] ©  7yi+0 . But by (4.4) we know that X is nonsingular and isr+2 J p+r+1
indecomposable by (4.6), so the only possibility is that ^p + r +p — ^r +2 *
Thus for r £ {l, 2, ..., p-l) , 7p+^ has a submodule isomorphic to
7 , . By (4.1), 7 has also a submodule isomorphic to 7 , 0  D , sor+1 J 5 p+r 1 r-1
to complete the proof of (5.7) all we need show is that ^p+r> is 
indecomposable (with ^p+rIq indecomposable if r 5 p-2) and has
composition factors 7 , ®  P , 7 , , 7 ®  P .r-1 r+1 p-r
Use the description of the composition factors of p^+p and (5.5) to 
show that ^p+i ®  7^ has a submodule isomorphic to [v^ 1 ®  P) ©  7^+1 withr-1 ' r+1
. Therefore, byfactor module isomorphic to ^ p (r -l) ®  ^  ©  (^p ^ ®  ^
(5.3) and the exact sequence
0 -* [V ® 7  J  ®  P -+ 7 _ ®  7 7 -> 0 ,K p r-1' p+1 r p+21
and the Jordan-Ilölder Theorem ([4], 13.7, p. 79), 7 has the desiredp+r
composition factors.
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From t h e  knowledge o f  t h e  d i m e n s io n s  o f  t h e  c o m p o s i t i o n  f a c t o r s  o f
V we can se e  f o r  r  < p - 1  t h a t  V „ c a n n o t  have any submodules  o f  p+r L p+r'G J
d im ens ion  p . T h e r e f o r e ,  by ( 3 . 3 ) ,  ^p+r \q i n d ec o m p o s ab le .  For
r  = p -  1 we c a n n o t  use  t h i s  a rgument  as  ^ | ^  has  d im e ns ion  p and
does i n  f a c t  s p l i t  o f f  as  a d i r e c t  summand o f  Vn , I _ ; t h e  o t h e r  summand,1 2 p - l 'G
by ( 3 . 3 ) ,  b e i n g  u n i s e r i a l  o f  d im e ns ion  p - 1  . In  p a r t i c u l a r ,  any
i r r e d u c i b l e  d i r e c t  summand o f  would have t o  be i s o m o r p h ic  t o  V^ .
Suppose t h a t  V ^ i s  decom posab le .  Then V2p  l  = ^ ^  w i t h  A =  ,
OB = V 2 ® D and B/oB = F^ 0  Lp ^ . We have o b s e r v e d  ( a t  t h e  end o f
C h a p te r  4) t h a t  = N so  B(FN) = B(FN)^ < ( oB)FN = 0 c o n t r a d i c t i n g  t h e
f a c t  t h a t  (x^ y -xyP) ^ i s  t h e  l a r g e s t  s i n g u l a r  submodule o f  V^  ^ ( s e e
( 4 . 1 ) ) .  T h e r e f o r e  V^p- 1 ^ d e c o m p o s a b l e .  ^
NOTE ( 1 ) .  In  t h e  p r o o f  o f  ( 6 . 1 )  we w i l l  u se  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  
F ]J £ = ^  © # where A = V^ | ^  and B i s  i ndecom posab le  v/ i th  a submodule
i s o m o r p h ic  t o  [V^ 2 ® ^ G  an<  ^ module i s o m o r p h ic  t o  V^ ® iP
-1
NOTE (2) . The modules ^p+r > 1 -  f  -  p -1  e x h i b i t  t h e  p - 1
p a i r w i s e  n o n i so m o r p h ic  f a c t o r  modules  F^/F* as  d e s c r i b e d  i n  ( 4 . 1 )  and
( 4 . 2 ) .  From t h e  p r o o f  o f  ( 5 . 7 )  we s e e  t h a t
o ( F  /V* ) ^  Vv p+r p+rJ r+1
and
[V L /V*)/[a[V ^ /V* 11 S  ®K p+r p+rJ v v p+r p+rJ J p - r
Now s i n c e  f o r  k > 1 , we can w r i t e  kp + 1 as  ( k - 1 ) ( p - 1 )  + p + k , we 
have by ( 4 . 2 ) :
( 5 . 8 ) .  For 1 < k < p -1  > Vk p + l ^ k p + l  ^ as s o o ^e i som orphic  to  F^+1
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and factor module isomorphic to V ^ ®  D □
The next result gives us the structure of 1/ , Vn , . .. , V' , by& 2p 3p 2
determining their indecomposable direct summands. Upon restriction to G , 
these summands give principal indecomposable F(7-modules: the information
obtained here will be exploited in the next chapter.
(5 o 9). For 1 < k < p 3
b
(a) (pXr1 . v = V 7 ® F  and X/7 . •. /<pXf1 = F7 . while * (k+l)p p-k (7<tl)p M (/c+l)p fc+1 J
(b)
of course X - V ; 
J P P
there is a submodule U^ in J containing
for which ^(p+1)p — d^  ©  ® D 3 so with the
convention that - V we have0 p
Ik/2] 
(?:+1)P m=0
®  _ ®  Dk-2m
(c) ~ °dp = dp/^dp = V p ®  D while
vUk/oUk s  0  d) ©k-1 /cti
2Proof. Note first that 45 Up = od^ follows from the rest of the
2claims; we shall not refer again to q> here. It can be seen from the
first two paragraphs of the proof of (5.7) that all the claims are valid at 
k - 1 . We shall proceed by induction on k . We let
k' £ (2, 3, ..., p-l} , suppose (5.9) is true whenever k < k' , and aim to 
deduce that it holds also when k = k' . For a start use (5.5) and (5.3) to 
amend the exact sequence
0 ■> Vi 0 Vk, © D P-^,k\ v ®  v1p k +1 p-i,feU p+k'
to
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0  -►
Thus V
[vp-k' ® D ®  l ^ ' - D p  8 > W ) p  - 0 •p+k
( k ' + D p has a submodule f/ [namely (R(/, ,_2} ®  fl) 0 ^ , ] which
is isomorphic to ® Z) . By the inductive hypothesis if k ' > 2 ,
and obviously at k ' = 2 , it follows that
V-2~
2
©
m=0
of/ =  7 ,7 , 0 ®  Z?‘p - ( k ’-2)+2m
k '-m-1
and so Z/ has no submodules of dimension less than p - k ' + 2 .
Next we use (4.5) to deduce that ,+±)p^(j<_ r + l)p ~  ^ k '+1 *
WN = 0 we have that X*fl . , > Z/7 , ,.v n W . If Z,7 . . N n f/ were not(fc'+l)p (k'+l)p (/c'+l)p
zero, the observation at the end of the previous paragraph would therefore
yield dim ^(kf+l)p - p - k ’ t 2 and so
dim > (Zc'+l) t (p-k'+2) = p + 3 ,
which is impossible as dim ^  5 p + 1 for all m . Thus
*(fc n (/ = 0 . As {/ = ^(p'-l)p ®  ^  j by (3.3) we have that f/^  is
injective and hence (2.12) guarantees that i-s con"tained in some
^-admissible complement, U say, of W in ^(p'+i)p * By (4.4),
UN 5 Vf1 . , N FN = L, , .v < U so this U is in fact an FM-submodule.(/cf + l)p (/<r + l)p
This proves (b) for k = k r . It is easy to see that (a) follows from (c);
all that remains to be shown is that U has the properties claimed in (c)
for U1 . k
Recall that W was chosen so that the image of 0 , , , is W ©  Wp-l,k'
G 7 , = R 7 . ©  D . Put V  = U n (W ©  f/') . p-l,k' p-k'with W ' = \V 7 , ©  U 1 p-k ’
As W ©  [/' < W ©  U (= ^(/</+1)p) 5 Dedekinds law gives W © W  = W ©  U' and
so
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U' 2* W ®  W'/W = W  2* V 7 , ®  D .p - k '
By an isomorphism theorem
U/U' ^ (W © W  + J/)/(tf © W )  (= v(k , + 1)p/(w © &o)
and as fv7 ©  fv7 ' (being in the image of 0 ^  j_ kr )  i-s  T h e  kernel of
cp , 7 , , this means that P/P' = V l7 , . In view of (5.7) it suffices to p-l,P' p+k'
establish oU - V' .
As U ©  fv7 =  , (3.3) tells us that P^ , is projective and in
light of the information we already have about the composition factors of 
U , it is easy to deduce that (in the notation of (2.4))
UG =
L l V * ' ® *
p p j d  © vr
GJ
if k ' < p-1
if k ' - p -1 .. V G >  P'G
When k ' < p-1 , this implies that every nonzero submodule of U^ , and
hence every nonzero submodule of U , must contain P' , so we are done. 
When k ’ - p - 1 , this consideration shows that Up has a unique nonzero
submodule U" which fails to contain P' . Here P" =  V
P G
with
UfJ U " = P(V I ) . This shows that P,,/P" has no p-dimensional composition " 1 C/ rG
factor. As we have seen above X J X A = V [and as X = <pX by (4.6)] ,2'" 2 p p P P
either U" does not admit M  or X ^ = U" . To complete the proof, we
P
exclude the second possibility by showing that X has a one-dimensional
P
submodule. This is done by considering the element (x^y-xy^)^  ^ , which
obviously spans a one-dimensional submodule in V , and proving that it
is equal to the element
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2 2 p - l  2
~ x p  1 -  yp 1 - Z (£x+y)p _1
i = i
o f  X I n d e e d ,  i n  te rm s  o f  t h e  s t a n d a r d  b a s i s  o f  7 0 ,
( x P y V y 1 = (xy)P-l P E (P '1)
k =o K
= (xy)P_1 x^P_1^ y ('P“ 1 ')^ _1“fc'> by ( 2 . 1 4 )
k -o
p - i
= I  X 
k =o
( p - l ) ( / c + l )  ( p - l ) (p-k)
w h i l e
.2 , „2 , p - l
-yp 1 - y^ 1 - Z (txty)^; 1
i - 1
- - xp " x - yp -1 - ' Z  ' Z
i - l  j - 0
p - l  p - 1 2 > 
p -1
I 3 .
i0 y ? y V 2- l - i
2 2 _ p+1 r 2 .  ^ , , , 2 . , N
_XP - 1 -  yP - 1 + X P - l  xn ( P‘ 1 ) yP - 1‘ n ( P - 1) by ( 2 . 1 3 )
n=0  ^ 1
= £  X» ( p - D y ( p + 1 - » ) P - 1  by ( 2 . 1 4 )
n = l
= PZx(p-i)(fe+Dy (p-i)(p-k)  with „ = fc + i  .
fc= 0
Comparing t h e s e  two e x p r e s s io n s  we s e e  t h a t
2 2 p - lz
i - l
(xpy-xy^)p 1 = -xp 1 - yp 1 - Z (ix+y)^; “x € J
P
c o m p le t in g  th e  p r o o f  o f  ( 5 . 9 ) .
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CHAPTER 6
RESTRICTION TO THE GROUP
In this chapter we will be concerned purely with the restriction of 
modules to G . To simplify notation therefore we drop the suffix G from 
any module Ur and simply denote it by U . We revert to the old notation
(j
in Chapter 7.
Towards the end of this chapter, in (G.7) to be precise, we show that 
for certain projective modules Q^, Q ^ } . Q (whose detailed structure
is given in (6.8)), and for every nonnegative m ,
V A , . , = V ©  \Q. 0  Dnm+p(p-l) rn J
with k and n defined by m - n(p+l) + k , 0 < k < p . This theorem is 
a refinement of (4.3), and implies that it is only necessary to describe 
the first p(p-l) of the V to describe all of them. To that end, write
V = V ©  V as in (3.7). For m < p(p-l) , the V are described in rn m m m
(6.4) and this result also describes the V in terms of the F, withW Kp
k < p - 1 . These are expressed in terms of principal indecomposables
in (6.3). The principal indecomposable modules are fully described using 
(6.1) and (6.2), the latter result stating that
V ®  D l < m < p ,  0 5 n <  p-2 m
is the full set of irreducible /((/-modules.
For 1 < rn S p and 0 < n < p-2 let P[w, n] denote the principal 
indecomposable F(7-module for which
0P[m9 n] ^  P[m, n]/(pP[w, n] 0  Dn .
Our first result describes the structure of these.
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(6 .1 ).
4^[1, tt]/öP[ 1, Yi\ S  ® Dn+1
(pP[m, n]/öP[m, n] ^ 
when 1 < n < p and
V ©  P^+1
l P-1-« i' , ®  P( p+l-A/J
-m+n
P[p, n] = ® Pn .
Proof. The last claim is a direct consequence of (3.3) and (2.9). For 
1 < m < p we set the modules P[m, p-m] in the proof of (5.9) and our 
present claim is just a restatement of what we had there. It remains to
note that P[w, p-w] ® P  is projective by (2.9), has a homomorphism
nonto V ©  D and its submodules are in one-to-one correspondence with
those of P[w, p-w] because of the fact that
rT>r -i t/7?—i\ 2p-m-n-± ,,r n(P[>, p-w] ©  D J ©  D ^ ^  P[m, n] .
From this correspondence we deduce first that P[m, p-m] ©  z/*+m  ^ is 
indecomposable so it must be P[m, n] and then our claims concerning 
submodules of P[m, n] will follow. □
We can use the previous result to deduce:
(6.2). Any irreducible FG-module is isomorphic to V ©  Dn for some
m £ (l, 2, ..., p} and n € (0, 1, ..., p-2} . The pip-1) irreducibles 
so described are pairwise nonisomorphic.
Proof. First we show that the irreducibles described above are in fact 
distinct. Write U for the trivial one dimensional F5-module V \S and
Q
observe that the induced module U is just the regular G/5-module
regarded as a G-module so that in fact
c P-2 ,•
U = 0  rr .
J=0
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Take an a r b i t r a r y V 0  Dn m and f o r  t h e  moment d e n o te  i t  by W . Then
[ws)G ss [wq 0  u)s
^ W ® U  by ( 2 . 8 )  
9i W ®
rp- 2 o
© IT7
P-2 
=  © 
J =  o
■«7=0 ;
y 0  Z77 m
From ( 3 . 1 )  we know t h a t  i s  a b s o l u t e l y  i r r e d u c i b l e  s o ,  by ( [ 4 ] ,  2 9 .1 3 ,
p .  3 0 2 ) ,  Hom(f/^, = F . On t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  by ([”6 ] ,  1 6 . 6 ,  p .  5 5 6 ) , we
h a v e  Horn W, (tf ) j =  H o m ^ ^ ,  , and so  we c o n c lu d e  t h a t  h/
h a s  o n l y  one copy i n  WS
S ’ S
p - 2
= ©  V ©  z/ 7
J =0
= y 0 Dm
. Thus y © Z) i s  n o t  i so m o r p h ic
t o  any o f  t h e  o t h e r  V 0  Z77 w i t h  0 < j  < p -2  and o f  c o u r s e  d im ens ion
d i s t i n g u i s h e s  i t  f rom a l l  t h e  V.  0  U w i t h  i  ^ rn .
To show t h a t  t h e  l i s t  o f  modules i n  ( 6 . 2 )  i s  i n  f a c t  a f u l l  s e t  o f  
i r r e d u c i b l e s  we use ( 2 . 4 )  and t h e  s i z e  o f  t h e  p r i n c i p a l  i n d ec om posab le s  in  
( 6 . 1 ) .  Tha t  i s
p - 2  p
dim FG S Y, L  ^ (d im  P[m, n~\) 
n - 0 m- 1
( p - 1 ) l . p t 2 p
p - 1
I  m+p.p 
m- 2
= p ( p - D  [p2" l )
= dim FG . " "
Thus e q u a l i t y  h o l d s  and we c onc lude  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  no room f o r  f u r t h e r  
i r r e d u c i b l e s  i n  FG . □
We now t u r n  o u r  a t t e n t i o n  t o  c a l c u l a t i n g  t h e  f i r s t  p ( p - l )  o f  t h e  V
m
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When p\m all we have to do is rewrite (5.9).
(6o3)„ For 0 < k < p-2 ,
W ) P a  ^ (fc -D p  ®  D) ® p [ p - fe’
whi le
Ik/2]
= ©  P[p-fc+2ffl, fe-m]
777 — 0
P 2 - ^(p-2)p ®  D) ®  P[1’ 0] ®  Kp
(p-l)/2
©  P[p-P+2m, /c—/w]
/w=0
©  7 .P
This adds the first (p-1) of the ^(^+i)p to our stock °b building
blocks. It will be convenient to use these, rather than the individual 
principal indecomposables, in describing the projective parts of the
V . for the V we have V = o^V , and we shall explicitly determine m m m m  r J
oV and oV / V m m m
(6.4). For 0 5 k < p-2 and 0 < r < p-1 ,
S
°\,r K
min{7<+l ,r}-l
©
i-o
V7 A. 0 Pk+r-2t
p-max{/c+l ,r}
©
i=l [72p-k-r-2i 0 /J
k+r+i
if k+r < p
if k+r > p ,
rnin{p-P ,r}-l
©
i=0
b+,;
f 7 A . _. ®  P if k > rp-k+r-l-2t J
V. A /al/7 . s   ^kp+r kp+r
p-l-maxfp-p,r}
©i=o 7 . 0 . 0  z/'+t i/ k < rp+k-r-l-2^ J
and
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V — < kp+r
P ©  V( k - r ) p 0  ZT i f  k 5 r
i f  k < r
where
P c*
i f  k±r  < p 
Vp (k + l+ r -p) ^  ~ ^
Proof. Wien k - 0 or r = 0 the claims are virtually tautologies,
so suppose k > 1 and r > 1 . Let Y7 denote V, .,/PL* , and note that
k kp+1 fcp+1
f^ep+1 ^somorP^^c to ]_)p ®  ^  which is injective by (3.3). Thus
V i s i
and hence, using (5.3),
V 1 ® ^  ® Pfc-1 ® Vr ® vp ® D) ■
On the other hand we have the exact sequence
kp r-1 kp+1 r  kp+r
which, because of the injectivity of PL , splits and so using (5.3) oncekp
more we have
V l  ® “ V  ® [VX ® Vl ® VP ® D]
In applying the Krull-Schmidt Theorem to these decompositions of P^  ^®  V ^
we distinguish two cases:
(i) when r < /c , (5.6) enables us to substitute
0°-l(Vi ® ® P7 0  D k - r
for 1/ ®  P' in the first decomposition, so afterK-± 2°
cancellations and use of (5.3) we get
0  ®  ©  Vp ( k - r ) ®  S  V +r ’
(ii) when r  > k the substitution justified by (5.6) is that of
J<-1
(Vi ® © V 7 ®  Ü r - k
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for V  ^ in the second decomposition, yielding
Y7 ®  V ^  V, ©  k r kp+r [VP (r-k) ®  D
We are going to derive the structure of l^  ^ from these expressions.
In either case the crux of the matter is to calculate Y7 ®  V . By (5.8),k r
b
OY, 9= V1 and Y./öY. =  V h ®  D . Thus Y, ®  V j has a submodule K K. 11 K K p~  K K r
pisomorphic to ®  V^ with factor module isomorphic to V ^ ®  V^ ®  D
We get the structure of this submodule and this factor module from (5.5*). 
That explicit description splits into several cases, but before we go into 
those details we note the qualitative aspects which enable us to proceed. 
From (5.5') we see that the tensor product of any two irreducibles is a 
direct sum of a projective module and a completely reducible module. Thus 
we may write the submodule (aY^) ®  V^ of Y^ ®  V^ as P ®  R^ with P
projective and R completely reducible without any projective summand.
From a similar decomposition of the factor module we get an R such that
R^l (aY^ ®  V ) is completely reducible without projective summands and such
that Yj/ ®  l /^i?2 is projective. By (2.12), R^ = P ®  R with R > R^ and
R/R =  R ^/(oY^ ®  V^j while of course Y^ ®  - Q ©  R^ with a projective
oQ . Thus y = P ©  $ ©  i? . As tp R = 0 and R has no p-dimensional
K. Y*
composition factor, the description of the principal indecomposables shows 
that R has no projective direct summand. The Krull-Schmidt Theorem now 
shows, from (i) or (ii) as the case may be that R ^  ^pp+r » so ^
indecomposable. It follows from (2.1) that <jR - (pR = R  ^ unless R m is 0
or irreducible. Thus n V-, is the nonprojective summand in the directkp+r
decomposition of ®  V^ given by (5.5'), while ^pp+^°^kp^r
nonprojective summand in the direct decomposition of F ^ ®  V^ ®
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o b t a i n a b l e  f rom ( 5 . 5 ’ ) .  Th is  e n a b l e s  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  c l a im s  o f  ( 6 . 4 ) .
T u r n in g  t o  t h e  p r o j e c t i v e  p a r t s ,  f i r s t  n o t e  t h a t  P i s  0 when 
k + r  < p and p ) o t h e r w i s e .  In  c a se  ( i )  [ t h a t  i s ,  when
r  5 k ] ,  t h e  K r u l l - S c h m i d t  Theorem g i v e s  t h a t
V *  - P @ Q ® [ Vp ( k - r )  ® D
and ( 5 . 5 ’ ) y i e l d s  Q -  0 . S i m i l a r l y  i n  c a s e  ( i i )  [ r  > k ]  we g e t
Ji)V, x ©kp+r V ( 7 n ® D[ p ( r - k ) r= P  © Q
K.
w h i l e  ( 5 . 5 ’ ) g i v e s  t h a t  Q =  ^ p ( r - k )  ® ^  * TPus one more a p p l i c a t i o n  o f
t h e  K r u l l - S c h m i d t  Theorem y i e l d s  =  P • i n  e i t h e r  ca se  we have  th e
r e s u l t  as  c l a im e d  in  ( 6 . 4 ) .  □
The r e s t  o f  t h e  c h a p t e r  i s  d e v o te d  t o  p r o d u c i n g  r e d u c t i o n  fo rm u la s  
which have  as  an end r e s u l t  t h e  c o n seque nc e s  s e t  ou t  i n  t h e  i n t r o d u c t i o n  t o  
t h i s  c h a p t e r .  Much o f  t h e  h a r d  work i n  t h a t  d i r e c t i o n  i s  c a r r i e d  o u t  i n  t h e  
p r o o f  o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t .
(6 . 5 ). For any l  > 0 and any r  > 0 3
h + p + i+ ip ( p - i )  ® K  ® ^  s  K*ipip-1) ® ^  ® % +i  •
P r o o f .  Th i s  i s  a t a u t o l o g y  f o r  I = 0 so assume I > 1 . We f i r s t
t o  e s t a b l i s h  ( 6 . 5 )  i n  t h e  c a s e  p \ r  where we can w r i t e  r  + p  + 1 + I p ( p - l )
as  sp  + 1 + l p ( , p - l )  f o r  some s  > 1 . As a t  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  o f  t h e  p r o o f  o f
( 6 . 4 )  d e f i n e  Y as  V ^/V* , ( f o r  a l l  s  > 1 ) and t h e n  use  ( 4 . 1 ) ,
s sp+1 sp+1
( 4 . 2 )  and t h e  i n j e c t i v i t y  o f  ^ ( s ]_) + l p ( p - l )  ® D tC> s p l i t  t h ^s as  a 
d i r e c t  summand. That  i s
h+ p+ l+ Z p tp - l )  ® ® d  l/(s - l)p+p+l+Zp(p- l )  ® 4 ( s - i ) p ® °)
S  d h s - D p + Z p t p - l )  ® ^  ® © P (s - l ) p ® ° )
= P (s - l ) p + Z p (p - l )  ® © K - l ) p  ® D ® ^
~ P r+ z p (p - i )  ® d  © q + p + i
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Thus ( 6 . 5 )  i s  p roved  in  t h e  c a se  p \ r  .
C o n s i d e r  n e x t  t h e  ca se  p \ r - l  ; s ay  r  = sp  + 1 w i t h  s > 0 . We 
need t o  p rove
Kp [ s + l + Z ( p - l ) ] t 2  ® ^ s p + 1  0  ^  “  ^pCn+ZpCp-1)]+1 0  ^  ® K( s t l ) p + 2  ' 
Using two a p p l i c a t i o n s  o f  ( 4 . 1 )  v/e n o t e  t h a t  t h e r e  e x i s t s  an A such t h a t
(s+ i+Zp(p-i)) +2 = (xpy -x y U 2^p ( s . i +Zp(p_1)) •
Put A n Pp (s+ l+ Z p(p-I))  +2 = B 50 using  ( " - 1) We have
(x y xy ) 2p (s _ i+ Z p (p - i) ] _ Pp (s+ l+ Z p (p - l) )+2
s  (xpy-xyp) 2Kp ( s . 1+jp (p . 1))
so  by D e d e k in d ' s  law we have
^p (s + i t Zp(p-i)} +2 “  (xPy_x-yr ) yp ( s - i+ z p (p -D )  0 0
That  i s
Vp ( 8+Z p (p -1 ) )+1 ® D s  l ^ ^ - x y ^ V i s - ^ z p t p - n )  ® ® 0
= f ; ( a +Z p ( p - l ) ) +l ® D) ® B
so by ( 4 . 2 ) ,  B =  Y ^ ^  ^ ® D . A lso  from ( 4 . 2 )  and one o f  t h e  isomorphism
theorems we have
„ ( ( s t l + Z p ( p - l ) ]  +2' ^ (x y xy ) fs- i+Z.p(p-i) 'j
B
(x y xy ) [ s _ i + i p ( p _ i ) ' ) p ( s + l + Z p ( p - l ) J +2
~  ]/ /  rM
p ( ö + l ) + 2 / p ( s + l ) + 2
By ( 4 . 1 )  and ( 4 . 2 )  we a l s o  knov; t h a t
p (s + £ p ( p - l ) )  +1 ® D ^ p ( s - l t Z p ( p - l ) )  
2
© ®  U
= (xpy-xyp) Vp{s-lH© ß
so  t o  show t h a t
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Kp(s+l+Zp(p-l))+2 @ (Vsp+1 0 ^  “ (Vp[s+lp(p-1))+1 ®  D) ®  V(s+l)p+2
it suffices to show that
A ®  V , 0  D 2ä B ©  V, . 0 .sp+1 w (s+l)p+2
We need one more fact about A : namely that it follows from (3.7) and the
Krull-Schrnidt Theorem that A = (^,.+j_)p+2 ®  ^ f°r some projective P . How
let us deal with the case of s = 0 . We have then from above that 
B = ^ ®  D so by (5.8), P = P ^ 0 Z ? © y ^ 0 P .  If p ^ 3 then
- V so A = V as required. If p - 3 then V - V ©  Vp+2 p+2 p+2 p+2 p+2
by (6.4) but also A/B =  Y^ = V ©  so
4 = V  2 ©  VP ©  (VP ®  d  = Vp+2 ©  b p ®  D)
and again we are done. Suppose next that s > 0 so we may write
V ^  V, . . 0  P ©  ysp+1 (s-l)p s
and amy also define A r, B ', P f similarly to A, B, P above so that
hs+i)p+2 = h s-Dp ® °2 ® A ' *
= h s+X ) p t 2 ® P '
and B r 9= B , A'/B' ^  A/B by (4.2). It follows that P and P' are 
projectives of dimension at most 2p with the same composition factors so 
from the knowledge of the principal indecomposables from (6.1) we conclude 
that P ^ P r , A - A ’ . Thus
,2s
A ® ( % +1 ® = A ® [V( s - l ) p ® D ' © (? ® D)
®  D by
S B ® hs+l)p+2
follows as required from the observation that B ~  Y 0  D =  Ys s+p-1
(4.2). This completes the proof for the case p|r-l .
In particular we have established (6.5) for v - 0, 1 . We proceed to
prove (6.5) by induction on r . Suppose then that r > 2 and
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Vr-l+p+±+lp(p-l) 0  ^r-1 0  ^  ~ ^r-l+Zp(p-l) 0  ^  ® Vr-l+p+l 
and also that
Kr-2+ptl+Zp(p-l) ®  (Vr-2 ®  D) - (V-2tZp(p-l) ®  D) ®  Vr-2+p+l *
If p divides r or r - 1 there is nothing to do, while if p divides 
neither it is easy to calculate from (5.2) the tensor product of V^  with
each side of the first isomorphism in the inductive hypothesis above so we 
get that
,2'
^r-2+Zp(p-l) 0  D
(h-2+p+l+Zp(p-l) ® d  ® h+p+l+Zp(p-l) © (h-2 ® D\ © ©  ® d
©  ^rtlp(p-i) ® d  © © - 2 +p+l ®  d  ©  % +1 
From this, the second isomorphism of the inductive hypothesis above and the 
Krull Schmidt Theorem give (6.5). □
Using (6.5) as the initial step of a simple induction argument on 
we get the general lemma we have been aiming at 
(6.6). For r, Z > 0 3 n >  1
^r+rc(p+l)+Zp(p-l) 0 F 0  Dn
C O
l r ®r+Zp(p-l) 0  0 ©  Vr+n(p+1)
Proof. We take the inductive step as the implication from n to 
n + 1 . First we use (6.5) with r + (n-l)(p+l) in place of v :
t/r+n(p+l) + Zp(p-l) 0  [Vr+(n~l)(p+l) ® D) ® V 0  D r
~  7r+(w-l)(p+l)+Zp(p-l) 0 0 0  Vr+n(p+1) 0  Vr 0  D
^r+(n-l)(p+l)+Zp(p-l) 0 V ® Dr
n-1 0 D © F
[h+Zp(p-l) ®  D
n-1 ©  F
rtn(ptl)
®  D ©  h+n(p+l)r+(n-l)(p+1)
by the inductive hypothesis. Therefore by the Krull-Schmidt Theorem-the- 
conclusion of the inductive step follows.
We are now ready to establish the main reduction theorem. For 
0 < k < p , define so that
namely by
V ( P - D  a  ©  h  •
«ft = 1
k+p(p-D i f  /< < p
jV ( 2 ) ® 0 © P [ l ,  0 ]  i f  fc = p  :
when k < p t h i s  works by ( 3 . 7 )  and  when k = p by ( G. 3 ) .  The theorem  i s :  
(6 . 7). I f  m - n(p+1) + k wi th  0 s k  < p 3 then
V , / , \ == V ©m t p ( p - l )  m Qk  0  D
R epea ted  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  t h i s  e n a b l e s  one t o  e x p r e s s  a l l  V i n  t e rm s
o f  t h e  f i r s t  p ( p - l )  which have a l r e a d y  been  c o m p l e t e l y  d e s c r i b e d  i n  ( 6 . 4 ) ,  
and i n  t e rm s  o f  t h e  which w i l l  be d e s c r i b e d  i n  ( 6 . 8 )  be low .  The
theo rem i s  a  r e f i n e m e n t  o f  ( 4 . 3 ) .  For  a q u a l i t a t i v e  compar ison  one may 
p a r a p h a s e  ( 6 . 7 )  as  f o l l o w s :  t o  each  rn , ^}n+p(p 2 ) d i r e c t  surn
V and a p r o j e c t i v e  module which depends on ly  on t h e  r e s i d u e  c l a s s  o f
m modulo p - 1  . Q u a n t i t a t i v e l y ,  i t  y i e l d s  t h e  s t r u c t u r e  o f  t h e  d e f i n e d
i n  ( 4 . 3 ) ,  b u t  we do n o t  need  t h e  e x p l i c i t  f o r m u la .
P r o o f  o f  ( 6 . 7 ) .  For  n - 0 , t h i s  i s  a r e p e a t  o f  t h e  d e f i n i n g  p r o p e r t y
o f  Q, . For  n > 0 , we use  ( 6 . 6 ) :k
^ m t p ( p - l )  ® Vk  0  V =  ^ 7  4. r  1 \  0  P  1 ©  V k + p ( p - l )  m
Qk  0  Ü Vk ® D © V
and so  t h e  K r u l l - S c h m i d t  Theorem y i e l d s  t h e  r e s u l t .  
( 6 . 8 ) .  For 0 < k < p - 1  we have Qk =
V p - k - a  0  ü
© Vpk '
P r o o f .  Note t h a t  a t  k -  0 t h i s  i s  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  QQ , w h i l e  a t
k - 1 we h a v e ,  f rom ( 4 . 1 )  and ( 5 . 8 )  as  so  many t im e s  b e f o r e ,  t h a t
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7_ , i % — v , ® d © y  nl t p ( p - l )  p ( p - 2) p-1
3  V p - 2 )  ® °  1  ‘
Hence i s  as  c l a i m e d .  Suppose t h e n  t h a t  2 < k < p - 1  . The e x a c t
s equence
0 ** ^ - 1  0  Kp (p -1 ) 0  D Vk 0  ^ l t p ( p - l )  ^ 7f c t p ( p - l )  ** ° 
f rom ( 5 . 1 )  s p l i t s  a s  ^  ^ 0  ^p(p 1) 0  ^  -*-s ^n 5eG t^v e 5 so  we have
vk ® h + p tp - l )  s  K i  ® ‘'pCp-D ® fl) ® V p ( p - l )  
and by ( 5 . 3 ) ,  ( 5 . 5 )  and ( 5 . 3 )  a g a i n
Vk - 1 0  Vp ( p - l )  ~ Vk- 1 0  V 1 0
p(fc-2)  0 7 7 , ® D{ p-k+1 u
fe-2V
® 7
S  V ( f c - 2 )  ® W * +1) 0  "
fc-2
T h e r e f o r e  we have
J c - l l
vk 0  h + p t p - l )  a  ^ p2(k_2) ® ^  ® [^ (p - fe+ l )  0 0  J ® V p ( p - l )  ’
t h e  f i r s t  o f  two d i r e c t  d e c o m p o s i t i o n s  t o  be e x p l o i t e d  i n  an a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  
t h e  K r u l l - S c h m i d t  Theorem. The o t h e r  a r i s e s  f rom t h e  e x p r e s s i o n  o b t a i n e d  
above f o r  ^q+p(p p) > a g a i n  u s i n g  ( 5 . 3 )  and ( 5 . 5 ) :
Vk ® h + p ( p - l )
= h ® l ( Vp ( p - 2 ) ® D) ® Vp ® Vll
= [vk ® y  2) ® [vp ® d  ® v  ® i
® (vp 0  0 ) ®  V k 0  vk
® vp ( p - k -  1 ) ® D ® y  •
,, _Jc-2 f  _ f r - l V l
Vp( k- 2)  ® 7 7 n 0  £1 p - f e + 1  J 0
----
1a
1®1—
1 11
__
/
=  (7 0 0) © 7p(p-A:+l) 0  D
k - 1
p ( k - 2 )
The K r u l l - S c h m i d t  Theorem now y i e l d s  t h e  r e s u l t .
Th i s  c o m p le te s  t h e  s t o r y  on t h e  7 , a c om p le te  d e s c r i p t i o n  now b e i n g
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p o s s i b l e  a lo n g  t h e  l i n e s  o u t l i n e d  in  t h e  i n t r o d u c t i o n  t o  t h i s  c h a p t e r .
The l a s t  r e s u l t  i n  t h i s  c h a p t e r  i s  one we s h a l l  need  i n  C h a p t e r  7.
(6 . 9 ). For every  m }
1 -  p 5 dim V n -  dim V < 1 + p . r  m+p+1 m L
P r o o f .  The second  o f  t h e s e  i n e q u a l i t i e s  f o l l o w s  from t h e  f a c t  t h a t
(xPy - x y P) Vfri i s  an i n j e c t i v e  submodule and hence  a  d i r e c t  summand o f
and t h e r e f o r e  a l s o  o f  • To d e r i v e  t h e  f i r s t  i n e q u a l i t y ,  we need  t o
ap p ly  ( 3 . 7 )  and ( 6 . 4 ) ;  we omit  t h e  l a b o r i o u s  b u t  s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d  
a r i t h m e t i c .  □
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CHAPTER 7
ON FM-MODULES
This chapter starts with a complete description of the irreducible and
of the principal indecomposable FM-modules, in close analogy with the first
part of Chapter 6. We then deduce from the details of this information that
FM is of infinite representation type; that is, there exist indecomposable
FM-modules of arbitrary large (finite) dimension. This threatens that the
conclusive results v/e obtained for the V I„ have no analogues for the Vm'G m
themselves. The next result shows that only finitely many isomorphism types 
of indecomposables occur as direct summands of the V , so hope returns
again. However, in the last result we see that in spite of this the V
cannot fit any "arithmetic" pattern similar to that obtained for their 
restrictions.
The V 0  Dn with 1 5 m S p and 0 < n < p-1 are absolutely
irreducible and pairwise nonisomorphic, as the V themselves (the ^  ®
Ylare all nonsingular while the singular 0  D (with n > 0 ) are pairwise 
nonisomorphic as FG-modules, by (6.2). Let P[ni, n] stand for the
Ylprincipal indecomposable FM-module which has V^ 0  D as a homomorphic
image. There is no reason to assume that the restriction of P[m, n] to G 
is the P[w, n2 of Chapter 6. We shall see that this does happen for 
some, but certainly not all, relevant values of the parameters m, n . We 
shall therefore find it useful to define FM-modules P[m, n~] whose 
restrictions to G are always the Pirn, n] of Chapter 6: namely let 
P[_m, n] be the PAP-module which is annihilated by N and which, as an 
FG-module, is isomorphic to the principal indecomposable FG-module with
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Vl m as homomorphic image. The structure of E\_m3 n] is then
exactly as given in (6.1) except that every occurence of D in (6.1) is
replaced by i F and that n is no longer restricted to the range 
{0, 1, ..., p-2} . (The latter change is of convention of convenience for 
of course P[m, nh = P[/t?, n+(p-1)] .) It is immediate that P[m, n] is a 
homomorphic image of P[m, n] whenever n > 0 . This and the original 
(5.9) itself is all we need for establishing our main result.
(7.1 )0 (a) Each irreducible FM-module is isomorphic to some V ®  Dn
2with 1 < m < p and 0 5 n < p-1 . These p irreducibles are pairwise 
nonisomorphic.
(b) If n > 0 m t p - n then P[m, n] is just P[m, n~\ 3 so 
its conposition structure can be read off (6.1).
(c) When n - 0 we have P[1 , 0] ~  and for 2 S m < p we have
P[m, n] ^  X so (pP[m, n] ^  V . ®  Dm ~ 1 .mp p-m+1
(d) When n > 0 and m - p - n 3 we have
and
tp P[p-n, n] = oP[p-n, n] = V ®  D l P-n
0 2
(r 0 0)© V0 rP-1 © V p-1n-1 n+1 n+1
cpP[p-n, n]/oP[p-n, n] =  •
V n ®  D ©  V l P-2 P if n - p-1 .
[As 0 7,usual U denotes the direct sum of k copies of U .J
Proof. The second sentence of (a) has been established already. For
(b), so far we only know that in this case P[/77, n] is a homomorphic image 
of P[m, n] , so in particular
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dim P[m, n] > dim P[m, n] 
Similarly in case (c) we have of course
p if m - 1 or p
,2 P if 1 < m < p .
that L is a homomorphic image of
P[1 , 0] so dim P[1, 0] > 1 , while for 2 < m 5 p we have by (5.9) that 
has dimension p + 1 and is a homomorphic image of P[m, 0] so 
dim P[m, 0] > p + 1 . An application of (2.4) below will show these 
dimension estimates to be accurate and so establish (b) and (c) but first we 
must get similar estimates for case (d).
Let n > 0 , m - p - n and P = P[p-n, n] . As
U /ipU = P[p-n, n]/(pP[p-n, «] = V ®  Dn n n  p-n
for the module U defined in (5.9), one may choose submodules U and W n
in P so that P/U = U and P/W = P[p-w, n] . Recall from (5.9) that Un c n
contains Jf(n+1)p and *(n+1)p/<P*(n+1)p a ^ +1 while ^  definition
P[p-n, n'] is singular. Thus if X/U is the copy of ^(n+i)p
given by the isomorphism P/U ^ U , we must have X/U < U+W/U otherwise
the nonsingular (X/U)/y(X/U) would be a factor module of
X/U
(X/U)n(U+W/U)
which is isomorphic to the submodule
(X/U)+(U+W/U)
u+w/u
U+W/U ’
while the latter is a homomorphic image of the singular P/W . Now 
U < X < U + W and Dedekind’s law give X = U + (X n W) and so by one of
the isomorphism theorems
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X/U ^ XnW/UnW .
Before we proceed, we note that when n < p - 1 a similar argument can
be used with
hn+Dp ® °P’1 < P[p-n’
in place of < U^  . Let Y/f/ be the copy of ^(n+l)p ®  ^  in
P/r/ given by the isomorphism P/W = P\_p-n, n] . As
(Y/&OAp(r/f/) = y x ® Jf- i
and as has no section isomorphic to ®  ^  , we get that
Y S U + W and so
(UnY) /(UnW) S* Y/I7 = Z(n+1)p ®  Z^"1 .
We shall need this later, but we first proceed with the main argument
without the restriction n < p - 1 .
At first we only use X to give an estimate:
X. , \ 9* X/U ^  (XnW)/(UnW)(ntl)p
gives dim W > p + 1 and hence, as
dim P/W - dim P[p-n, n] = -
2p when 1 < ft < p-1 
p when n - p-1
we have
diin P[m, n]
3p+l when 1 5 ft < p-1 
2p+l when n - p-1 .
We are now ready to apply (2.4):
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4 P P " 1
p = dim FM > Y  Z  171 dim P Cm, n ]  
m- 1 n=0
P P-2
= dim P[1 , 0 ]  + Y m dim P [ m ,  0 ]  + Y di™ P H  > H] + dim P [ 1 , p - 1 ]
n- 1m- 2
p - 1  p - 1  p - 1  p - 1
+ Y  Z  m  dim n ]  + Y  m  dim P [ n i ,  p - n i ]  +  Z  P dim P [ P s  n ]  
m- 2 n - 1 m=2 n = l
n+p-m
p p -2
> 1 + Y  ™(p+1) + I  p + ( 2 p + l )  
m-2 n - 1
p - 1  p - 1  p - 1  p - 1
+ Z Z m.2p + Y rn(3p+l) + Y P
m-2 n - 1 n=2 n= l
nfp-m
4
= P •
This  p r o v e s  t h a t  e q u a l i t y  must  h o l d  t h r o u g h o u t  and t h e r e f o r e  a l s o  i n  a l l  o u r  
e s t i m a t e s .  In  p a r t i c u l a r ,  ( a ) ,  (b)  and ( c )  a r e  p ro v ed  and tow ards  t h e  
p r o o f  o f  (d )  we have  W -  X == ^ ( n+^)p  a n d U n W = 0 . Th is  shows t h a t  t h e
sum o f  U and W i n  P i s  d i r e c t  and a l s o  t h a t  when n < p  -  1 we have
Y n U s= ^ ( w+ l ) p  © Fp ^ . Dimension c o u n t  now shows t h a t  when n < p -  1 we
must  i n  f a c t  have Y n U - U . A l s o ,  i f  n = p -  1 we j u s t  use  t h e
J o r d a n - H o l d e r  Theorem t o  g e t  P =  17 ® iP   ^ . In  e i t h e r  c a se
oP > o ( P © P )  = oil © oW =
4 tt) 2
7 © p
l p~n
As
oP /o P  = oP /aPnP  aP+P/P  < g ( P / P)  =  oP
and aP i s  i r r e d u c i b l e ,  we must  have
oP = oP ® öP = 7 © Pp - n
ty 2
as  c l a i m e d .  When n - p  -  1 vie a r e  d o n e ,  f o r  t h e n
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P/üP ~ ( P/U) / (P/oU) ^ U _ JoU _P 1 P 1
together with (5.9) gives the rest of our claim. Also from (5.9) when
n < p - 1 we have two completely reducible modules
cpP/(i/+aP) = (pU /oU n n
and
cpP/^+oP =  cpP[p-n,  n ] / o P [ p - n ,  n ]  ,
while of course
(P +O P) n (Jv'+oP) = öP ,
so (pP/üP is completely reducible and the Jordan-Holder Theorem tells us 
that its summands are as claimed.
2It remains to show that T P = aP . We have just seen in effect that
2 2 2 T P - öP . Now ip P < üP would imply that cpP/cp P has a direct summand
Ylisomorphic to V ^ ®  D . But the kernel of a homomorphism of TP onto
V ® Dn p-n
of W is
'ould have to contain W (as the only singular homomorphic image
Yl (I ) , and t P/J7 has no homomorphism onto V n ®  D [as by
(6.1) the only irreducible homomorphic images of cpP[p-n, n] are V  ^®  D
and V j 0  D$  ^ , the latter only when n < p - 1 ). Thus < OP is
impossible and the proof is complete. PJ
NOTE. Using (4.6) and the structure of the above principal
indecomposables we note that when X /q>X '== V . then wX is either 0 1 m  ^m n+1 m
Ylor isomorphic to V ^ ®  D . In particular OX^  is always irreducible.
In the group setting we noted that the nonprojective indecomposable 
direct summands of the V repeated in a sequence of period pip-1) • This 
was perhaps to be expected as G has only a finite number of nonisomorphic 
indecomposables over F (see [4], 64.1, p. 431). We now use (7.1) to show
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that by contrast FM is of infinite representation type.
(7.2). There are indecomposable FM-modules of arbitrary high 
(finite) dimension.
Proof. In view of ([5], Theorem 3.1, p. 137) it suffices to produce an 
indecomposable FM-module P with the following properties:
(i) there exists J7 ©  5 P with '== W  ^ and
fv^ a n W^gl = 0 for all endomorph isms a of U ;
(ii) every extension of f/ by P splits;
(iii) IV and W^ are annihilated by the radical R of the
endomorphism ring of U .
We let P be P[p-n, n] for some n £ {l, 2, ..., p-l] . Because P 
is projective (ii) holds (for any W^ ) and from (7.1) we know that there
exists (V, ©  fV_ 5 P with = W. — V ©  D . Let a be an endomorphism 1 2  1 2  p-n
of P . As P/cpP is absolutely irreducible, a acts like a scalar, a 
say, on this quotient (see [4], 29.13, p. 202). Consider the endomorphism 
cl - a which annihilates this top composition factor. We want to see how
2 2a - a acts on cp P where, by (7.1), cp P = ©  W . Using (2.2) we have
<p2P(a-a) 2 cp2(P(a-a))
S cp^ (aP) = qfV = 0 .
Thus a acts like the scalar a on ©  W^ and hence (i) holds. That
is, fVjOt n W a. = W± n W = 0 .
We note also that the radical of an algebra always consists of 
nilpotent elements. Thus, in particular if cl is in the radical of the 
endomorphism algebra of P then Pa 5 P and so the scalar a above is 0 . 
This shows that a annihilates fV ©  W which proves (iii) and thus (7.2).d
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Having established good reason to be pessimistic we can now go the 
other way by showing that although FM is of infinite representation type, 
only finitely many isomorphism types of indecoinposables occur as direct 
summands of the Vm
(7.3). In an unrefinable direct decomposition of a V^ 3 precisely one
summand is nonsingular. The singular summands regarded as G-modules are 
of course indecomposable. If the nonsingular summand becomes decomposable 
upon restriction to G , then this restriction is the direct sum of at most 
one nonprogective indecomposable and a projective of dimension at most 4p .
Proof. Using (4.1) we define P by
m 1G [xpy-xyp )v , ®  Pv J m-p-1 ©  V
By (6.9) we have
dim P = dim V - dim V .m m-p-1
- m - dim V - f(m-p-1) - dim Vm L r m-p-1-
p + 1 + dim V . - dim V r L m-p-1 m
< 2 p .
As fx^y-xy^]V , - V* we can consider it as an A/-module A where v } m-p-1 m
A = © A^ with each ^ 1 ^  a principal indecomposable G-module. Set 
i
B . - © A- and note that there exists a B . such that X n B . = 0 . If 
J 1 p 1
this were not the case, as we have already observed (just after (7.1)) that
OX is irreducible, then for all J , OX S B . .  This would contradict m ’ m j
the fact that f| B . = 0 . We now use (2.12) to show that there exists an
j J
X such that X < X and V - B .\„ ©  X . By (4.4), X admits M and 
n m'G J lG
so we can write V = B . ffi X . But writing 
m j
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v L  = b . L © A .L  ©  P © Vm'G j'G J 'G m
it is clear that X n =  V ©  R withG rn diin
CczrVI and
A . principal indecomposables. □
1s (j
©  A . with the
uj v
We noted in (5.7) that for m = 2p - 1 , V is indecomposable while
7 L  is not. Therefore, even if the V were to fit into some sort of m'G rn
arithmetic pattern as shown in (6.7), for their restrictions to G , this 
pattern would differ from that of the 7 | . We complete this chapter by
showing that no such arithmetic pattern exists.
One indication of this can be found by observing that ^2 is not a
direct summand of any other Vm since, by (4.1), no other Vm has a
singular submodule of codimension 2 and, by (4.5), a direct complement of 
V2 would have to be singular. Moreover, we prove:
(7.4). has a submodule isomorphic to V^  if and only if
I
m - p + 1  for some l .
IProof. If m - p + 1  then
l l I I I
(ax+byP = (ax)*3 + (by P £ ( , y*3 )
l I
and using (4.4) we see that ( yp , 'p ) is a submodule of V . Thism
submodule is clearly isomorphic to V^  .
On the other hand suppose has a submodule U isomorphic to V^  .
We have noted (just after the proof of (4.4)) that V' has a unique non­
singular composition factor so X 1© . It remains to show that X hasm 2 -
Idimension at least 3 unless m - p + 1  for some l .
ISuppose m - 1 = p s where s > 1 and p|s , and note
(x+y/s = ((xty)PV = (xP W
l l l, . I l l
= xL + / + sxL y  + . . . [ (  xL , y
Thus in this case the three elements x>U \  y U \  (x+y)W  ^ of X arem
linearly independent. LJ
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